Gh-a-pter IV
THE BUREAU BESIEGED

Historical perspective is easily bent to suit the
interests of the moment,

especially when material advantages

ride on the outcome of adjudication.

Past actions which were

merely practical responses are viewed through a glass darkly;
things done on a day-to-day basis

(or things not done)

reckoned as conspiracies or studied negligence.

are

Such selective

IL,,.

distortion of intent and consequence became especially common
A

practice during the 1960s when political activists, employing
legal

(and sometimes extralegal)

of the American people.

tactics, captured the attention

The affairs of the Quinault Indian

Reservation were readily and profoundly affected by the national
development.

Indeed, even the final segment of its history

must be written by those who are participants in the changes
of their own time.
During the last thirty years,

federal management of the

forest on the Quinault Reservation was overtaken by conditions
and events that were quite beyond the control
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of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

The timber industry in

the Pacific Northwest remained unstable in the long-run
and was subjected to the effects of Canadian production
and new export markets overseas.

With congressional

prodding, successive presidential administrations
substantially reduced the extent of federal trusteeship
over Indian affairs.

That change in turn contributed to

the Indian peoples' quest for self-determination.

In

marked contrast to their earlier acquiescence, they
organized themselves as special interest groups to command
the attention of both public and private sectors of the
American system.

Each of these three developments

originated in the four years following the end of World
War II.
The coming of peace in 1945 did not improve the timber
economy of the Olympic Peninsula.

Although spruce had been

used in war production, volume of sales and cutting of
cedar and hemlock had not risen to the levels of the 1920s.
Because of the sparsity of commercial purchases and the
shortage of labor, lumber companies working the Quinault
logging units had to ask for extensions on the terms of
their contracts.

While log prices rose slowly and slightly,

the costs of new logging and road equipment shot well

Al·H,.,~...,L

beyond wartime levels. ~Re SIAlwas well aware of these
-I{._ 8 IA \AJ0,.,1 c.f~tt-Y'~,·\.\e.J
problems bu~ i~.icEed that the Indian owners should
.If\
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benefit from any increase in stumpage rateiv
These economic conditions were offset by the hopes shared among loggers,
foresters, and Indians.

Anxious about the deterioration of the virgin cedar-

hemlock forests north of the Quinault River through blowdown, disease, and fire,
all of them looked forward to a resumption of sales for the harvest of the
timber on that half of the reservation.

After twice meeting with the tribal

council, Superintendent George LaVatta travelled to district headquarters in
Chicago to deal with the immediate social needs and to formulate policies for
logging, reforestation, and conservation of fish and wildlife of that area.

In

the meantime, agency foresters gathered information and ideas about improved
forest management at annual meetings of professional organizations.

Among the

topics discussed by federal administrators and foresters were the size of logging
units, access-road systems, sustained-yield practices, and reforestation of the
area burned in the fire of 1941 (16 percent of the reservation forest).
Some

J2

billion board feet stood on the reservation lands.

Forty-eight

percent of that total was red cedar, while hemlock and spruce accounted for
26 and 10 percent respectively.
vidual allotments.

This timber grew on approximately 1400 indi-

Reporting on the results of a cruise in 1946, BIA forester

Lester McKeever recommended the logging of the vast area, later divided into
four units of which Taholah on the west, Queets on the northwest, and Crane Creek
on the southeast were the largest.

Applications of sound silvicultural practices,

he said, would in no way diminish full economic productivity in these units.
procedure of phased, block clear-cutting would yield an annual harvest

A
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of 80 to 90 million board feet, while cutover lands would
be renewed in the course of fifty to sixty years.

Large-

unit, long-term logging was the most practical means of
establishing that sustained yield, but the general
character of the contracts first had to be determined by

~

discussions with the Quinaults~~
During 1946, BIA officials met at Taholah and Hoquiam
with the tribal council and with those allottees who were
on the reservation.

(Although only a small fraction of the

land north of the river was held by the tribe, its council
was the only authorized entity with which the BIA could
deal.

Over 99 percent of the forest to be logged was owned

(¥0

b y ~ allottees who lived away from the reservation, many
of them in other states.}

On each occasion, the superintendent

presented a proposal for their consideration.

The most

important of these proposals was for the establishment by
the tribe of a sawmill cooperative enterprise of their own,
an idea first presented by Commissioner Collier during the
war years.

The mill would require a permanent community on

the reservation substantial enough to handle a large portion
of the timber cut from their forest.

Because few of the

non-resident allottees could be induced to migrate to the
area, and because the BIA could not guarantee that the
government would purchase all of the mill's production,
the proposal did not satisfy those attending the meetings.
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The Quinaults also turned down another proposal that the
government buy all the timber on the allotments at once.
The alternative prospect of obtaining the highest private
bid in public competition fully met their overriding desire
for income from their timber tracts.

That most lucrative

arrangement would, of course, have to be made with lumber
companies large enough to afford to pay a high level of
stumpage rates.

BIA officials therefore concluded that

the Indians' concern for immediate income (as well as their
own commitment to sustained yield) could best be met by a
'5v.,,t,_l{-

few large-area, long-te0m·ontracts rather than many area,
; 3
I\
short-term arrangement.
The paperwork involved in designing the logging units
proposed for sale took up most of the time and efforts of
the BIA foresters ~~~t two years

·fA Drawing

upon

estimates made by tribal foresters like Cleveland Jackson,
president of the Quinault Council, as well as BIA foresters
Pe.. .-..'1 5k.., .. ,.t;...J
McKeever and John Libby, a system of selective, phased,
..JI\
clear cutting was devised whereby every operation would
leave a reserve of trees in staggered blocks and along
stream beds; blocks large enough to remain standing against
the force of winds.

After cutting, natural regenera,,?v·n
f '1would be supplemented with the planting of seedling~.
+k.. 131'\ d ~ ,.J,r•.J 1tp.ss1ash would not be burne~, as it was on the national forests
and on other private lands under the jurisdiction of the
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Washington State Forester, because the small allotment
o-J i'f t.vtu tb-;nJ. f,;,. Lo r (.. t'i.,_· e>- cf.,,; 11-t.c..,_,,J) ~~ •
made safe burning especially difficult ana aljo becau~Ev4..LJ.lt

tit ~ .( wL

1..vu-, ~ f"'-1 /-rv 5 l~t. lu.r~~ ~ ~ ,·H~ 1
U:i.e;r:e r.ms fto:t Mnding aoaile.'elo.
Following logging, however,

slash or other logging debris with market value would be
salvaged.

A second cycle of cutting would take half of the

reserve blocks after the passage of some thirty years, and
a third phase about thirty years after that would take the
rest, at which time the original portion would have produced
commercially saleable timber@Q:B th~ p~ofe»siaRal epinioR
Of

bu"~""

fi el <I foi;;ester:s , otller metbgEI" ef cut -~ins we""'
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Those who purchased the forests would have to abide by
these procedures and mark the boundaries of each of the
allotments involved.

The projected cutting, the road

system, and the scaling operations would be continually
supervised by BIA foresters.

Purchasers would be required

to harvest a maximum of 65 million board feet on each unit,
well below the estimated sustained-yield total, and could
cut no less than 25 million board feet.

Allottee income

would consist of 25 percent of the value of timber cut to
be paid within thirty days of the cutting/scaling operations
and another 25 percent paid within six years.

(The terms

on the earlier contracts had been 30 percent in six years
and 50 percent in nine years; thus the proposed contracts
guaranteed larger and more immediate income to the allottees.)
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One of the most responsible provisions put into the
contracts by the BIA was an Indian employment clause
whereby purchasers were obligated to hire local tribe
members to work in the operation.

(Bureau foresters began

to supplement that advantage by using Indians on their own
field work and placing them in schools and jobs elsewhere;
places from which they would otherwise have been excluded
because of lack of experience and education.)
Because these professional standards had been
determined within the BIA offices, several Quinaults, led
by Cleveland Jackson, came to the new superintendent,
e.
Melvin Hpllander, in March 1947, to protest that they had
not been kept informed of the details of the proposed
contracts.

Like several small logging companies and

woodworker organizations in the area, who were also
complaining about the plan, these Indians preferred to have
many small logging operations on just one vast unit.

They

5~~~

were als~ reluctant to sign over their powers of attorney
to the BIA until the logging had been done on their
allotments, and they insisted that the purchasers should
salvage slash as well as standing timber at the same time.
Some even talked of going to Chicago and Washington, D.C.,
to seek an injunction against the planned sale.
At special meetings with the tribe's business
committee, BIA officials tried to clarify priorities.
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There would be no income until the units were purchased,
they pointed out; both income and the costs of sustained
yield could be guaranteed only by the logging procedure
that large companies alone could afford to meet; no large
company would purchase the units until the powers of
attorney had been gathered by the BIA.
dependent upon sales of the units.

Income was therefore

They also noted that

the estimated value of the timber involved in the proposed
units was over a million dollars annually, or one-third
more than the sales of the 1920s.

(The stumpage rate for

redjcedar, for example, would be $9.75 per thousand, a
~

rate higher than the existing level paid on the Department
of the Interior's,,, O and C lands in western Oregon by a
ratio of 25 to 1 G

Once they were satisfied with these

facts, the members of the tribal council supported the
sale by official resolution.

Indeed they were thereafter

impatient with the paperwork and administrativei~lays
involved,. deseribing tl=>ten, as

~e much red tape.~ By

Cleveland Jackson's own admission, however, the Indians
were critical primarily because they expected that they
would soon have a free hand to make their own sales when
the Bureau of Indian Affairs was abolished.CD
That prospect was a real one.

In 1946, the Democratic

administration of President Harry S. Truman had suffered
a major setback in the congressional elections.

When the
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new Republican-controlled 80th Congress met in January
1947, federal Indian policy became a target of legislators
bent upon ending what they insisted was "paternalism" at
least and "socialism" or "communism" at the worst.

Hugh

Butler of Nebraska, the new chairman of the Senate Interior
Committee, introduced legislation to open up additional
channels for white participation in the leasing and sale
of Indian properties.

That stimulus to free enterprise

~ ~ t t e e recommended drastic cuts in BIA appropriations.

( "l"t•,,,f/··'·--

Policies for the preservation of Indian cultural

identity, advocated by Commissioner John Collier, and for
rigid conservation of forest resources, required by
Secretary of the Interior Harold Ickes, both ended when
those two old New Dealers resigned their offices in 1946.
Their successors and subordinates rightly read the will of
the new Congress.

In 1947, Acting Commissioner William

Zimmerman agreed that the Indian tribes could operate
their own corporations without federal assistance and
prepared a plan for withdrawal of federal authority in
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other matters.

Faced with further budget cuts, the bureau

decentralized its offices across the nation, establishing
one in Portland to preside over administration of the
tribes in Oregon and Washington.

In January 1948, Assistant

Secretary William Warne admitted that the BIA's ultimate
goal was to work itself out of a job(:)
The withdrawal policy continued even after the
Democrats resumed control of Congress after the upset
election of Truman in November 1948.

Oscar Chapman, the

new secretary of the interior, announced plans for full
implementation of the program by 1951.

He urged, however,

that proper precautions be taken so that tribes were not
exploited and.the sudden change not cause economic
hardships for them.

His assistant secretary, Dillon Myer,

had slight familiarity with the government's historic
commitment to trusteeship, but he was a specialist in
administering unpopular assignments efficiently.

(Because

every assistant secretary's primary concern was public land
policy, Indian affairs was invariably viewed from that
perspective.}

He found that existing funds were insufficient

to maintain fire protection or to construct roads on Indian
reservations, and he was unable to secure new legislative
authority to proceed with the Indian policy.

As a result,

he assumed for the BIA a larger extent of decision-making
by executive orders.
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In 1949, Commissioner John Nichols (Zimmerman
remained the effective chief because of Nichols' long
illness} authorized superintendents to release limited
funds to tribes so that their members could deal directly
with purchasers.

Leases and sales could be made without

permission of the BIA.

Although the western Washington

tribes were not immediately included in these new
arrangements, they responded to the withdrawal policy with
mixed feelings.

Like every tribe, the Quinaults had a

faction advocating immediate and full severance of federal
trusteeship.

But most of them were confused and doubtful

about the prospect.

"There is still a lot of fear on the

part of the Indians about being left alone," a BIA official
explained to Senator Henry M. Jackson of Washingto&

In

1952, with Jackson's assistance, all of the western
Washington tribes were able to hold off implementation of
the BIA's termination plans.
~

¾.~TM-IA
I:1. was 4.gainst thatA background

IRaiaR pelie¥
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timber sales on the Quinault Reservation

were resumed for the first time in twenty years.
speaking, the time was not auspicious.

Economicly

Widespread public

expectation of a belated postwar recession had caused
logging cut-backs and a slump in forest products markets.
Even the prospect of getting access to the Quinault's two
billion board feet of commercial timber cou14

not arouse
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much enthusiasm among local lumber companies.

Some of

them joined with woodworker unions to insist that if the
government was really a "Fair Deal" administration, it
would hold hearings before opening the sales.

In responding

to inquiries from congressmen, the BIA explained that the
proposed logging units at Quinault differed from the
Forest Service procedure because they called for immediate
payments to owners, and were unlike those of the Bureau of
Land Management because they would draw the highest bid in
several cases rather than award a single contract to one
company.

Coordination of sales with other organizations,

the bureau pointed out, was secondary to securing the
interests of the Indian owners.

Smaller sales would have

insured competition but would not have brought income to
those allotments located far back in the forest where
small operators could not afford to

goe

The bidding that opened in July 1949 was desultory.
Only by April 1950 was the first of the units sold.
(Boulder Creek, a small area taken for harvest within less
than five years.

Two other small units, Lake Quinault and

Milwaukee Trail also were to be cut before the end of the
decade.)

Just as the Rayonier Lumber Company bid on the

large Crane Creek Unit, the nation's economy wa,s disrupted
by the outbreak of the Korean War.

That emergency had

little positive effect on the lumber industry, however;
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there was no all-out war boom and even less cutting done
than the previous year because of cut backs in private
building.

Faced with the slump, and dissatisfied with the

detailed requirements of the BIA contracts, Rayonier
withdrew its bid and forfeited a deposit of $163,000 in
October.

That amount was distributed to the Quinaults in

May 1950 by an unprecedented decision of the solicitor of
the Department of the Interior.

That same month, however,

the Aloha Lumber Company that had successfully worked the
Hall Unit on the southern part of the reservation purchased
the Taholah Unit for a cutting period that would run
twenty-nine years.@
No bids were received for the Queets Unit, so the
Bureau's sustained-yield procedures could not be practically

°""'

~(J $uM.,v..
applied there.
Instead,Aindividual allottee/l'g va~p'
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eofftt>ei:eat, that is, no~ able to'conduct business

arrangements themselves.
Because the sales were delayed, and because stumpage
rates were reduced slightly to reflect the timber industry
slump (cedar went from $10 tof9.55, hemlock from $4 to
$3.65 per thousand), some allottees decided that the costs
of sustained yield made the contracts entirely unsatisfactory.
Although 60 percent of them had signed powers of attorney

6,,,

/u.
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before the units were offered for sale and 90 percent had
agreed to participate by the time the contracts were signed,
many now wanted to withdraw their consent and get patents
in fee in order to sell their own timber.

Some allottees

were too old to wait ten or fifteen years for their timber
to be cut under the plans of the BIA and the purchaser.
All of the allottees objected to the government's assessment
of 10 percent of the receipts for administrative costs.
Foresters at Hoquiam and Portland spent hours with
the__. Indians who came in or wrote to learn what could
be done about these problems.

Some of these were logging

promoters seeking special advantage; in contrast, some
were individuals who knew little of the requirements of
sustained yield but assumed that the contracts helped only
what they thought of as the "timber trust" of the Olympic
Peninsula.

The BIA officials also noted the presence of

"vultures waiting to pounce," that is, local loggers hoping
to get acc~ss to the reservation timber through individual

1f;:>

allottees~ Without ~n adequate credit base of their own,
the Indians would have been at the mercy of purchasers
whose operations would not be covered by the regulations
of sustained-yield procedures.

The BIA therefore assured

allottees through announcements inserted into the tribal
newsletter and informed federal officials by correspondence
that technical and administrative problems involved in the
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unit sales were being solved in a manner most advantageous to the greatest
number of Indians concerned". The sale regulations, they emphasized, fully

:~v

1

protected the interests of both the United States and the Indians

Recalling the Quinault's earlier rejection of the BIA proposal to pool
their resources for cooperative enterprise and recognizing that there were
no other funds available to give immediate income, especially to older
allottees, the Interior Department in January 1950 approved a BIA budget
request for $50 million to pay nonresidents and heirs.9 But the allottees
could not be expected to wait for appropriations.

A few became bitter over

the delays in contract information and wrote to their senators to complain
of the BIA's conduct, although they acknowledged the personal efforts by
forester McKeever to help them obtain their loans~
Anxious that area headquarters might be discouraged by these premature

;,,.:t~A.-+

criticisms, Super~ Raymond Bitney urged his superiors to proceed with the
sales while the allottees' pledges to participate still prevailed.
Assistant Secretary of the Interior William Warhe

In turn,

pointed out that a new

proposal would strengthen the government's position and enable contractors
"to get some timber out this year.,{~ Having just undergone a reorganization
of its management, the Rayonier Company signed a contract in June 1952 to
harvest within thirty-four years $5 million worth of timber of the Crane Creek
Unit.

Five hundred forty-one allotments were included in the area to be cut;

about one-fourth of them were owned by Indians who were over fifty years of age.
The Queets Unit was not again offered for sale because of the resumption of
efforts to terminate federal trusteeship over Indian properties.
In 1952, the Republican Congress won both the presidency and a working
majority in Congress.

Dwight D.
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Eisenhower's campaign promise to restore an equitable
balance between citizens and their government was translated
into legislative proposals that would cut federal spending,
decentralize administration, and establish a "partnership"
among federal, state, and private initiatives in order to
stimulate what was ubiquitously described as "free
enterprise."

Eisenhower personally objected to the

pressures of special interests that engendered separatism
when national harmony and unity were needed.

He relied

upon the men he appointed to the executive branch and
upon Republican leaders in Congress to translate his
emphases into new policies.

Subsequent efforts by both

the Interior Department and legislators tended to promote
private access to the lands and resources on the public
domain.
The new ,1ecretary of the Interior was Douglas McKay,
former governor of Oregon, a self-made millionaire
businessman who insisted that Indians were no different
th.Cl.V\

~

any other citizens.

His assistant for Indian Affairs,

Orme Lewis of Arizona, had slight familiarity with the
subject under his jurisdiction.

At the BIA, Commissioner

Zimmerman was removed and,after a delay of nine months,
was replaced by Glenn Emmons, a banker from Gallup, New
Mexico.

The Chapman-Myer plans for withdrawal of federal

supervision were continued as part of the Republican
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administration's reorganization plans.

While BIA budgets

were further trimmed, consolidations and transfers were
accompanied by abolition of planning projects and the
establishment of research offices .

.--=,,- --·

the 83rd Congress convened in J a n u a ~ 3 ,
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,,.-.,,.--,\ . . . . 1 : h r e ~ After Hugh Butler's death in 1954, the

Senate Interior Committee was chaired by Guy Cordon of
Oregon.

(Because both he and Secretary McKay were familiar

with the Klamath tr·ibe of that state, that reservation was
selected as one of the first to be terminated.

The pine

forests there presented a markedly different problem in
management than those on the Quinault Reservation, but the
similar prospect of logging enterprise focused greater
attention on the Quinault forests.)

As a member of Cordon's

committee, Senator Watkins introduced legislation to
provide credit facilities, and leases and sales to make
Indian land more productive through private enterprise.@
In order to reflect the president's emphasis upon
the participation of all citizens in federal policy--and
perhaps to attract liberal support--these measures promised
that the Indians would be consulted in matters affecting

The new ::epBbl ican-control led C 83rd Congress began lay ihg the groundwork for what it called "freedom frorr, Federal supervision. 11

Senator barry

Goldwater of Arizona advocated state administration of Indian reservations.
Senator Authur •,~atkins of Utah led an efffort to close down the BIA within
~hree years.

Be~inning in June• 1953, piecemeal termination of federal

supervision was begun.

By individual acts of Congress, the goveratrent

prepared to transfer trust title to the Indians, revoking tribal charters
under the Indian Reorganization Actj and barring all claims against the United
States.

Thereafter, Indians were to~subject to protections and prohibitions
{6a

lf.J...-...

of the law as all other citil!Ths~.
"

#\.
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arrangement of their affairs.

Whether intended or not,

the term "consultation" was widely misinterpreted.

Under

the constitution and the rulings of the Supreme Court,
federal law is supreme and cannot be reviewed or altered
by any governmental or private entity.

When the Interior

Department complied with the laws calling for consultation,
therefore, i t could not legally agree to be bou~~ the
understandings arrived at in those consultation~henever
it asserted that fact, however, it was accused of perfidy.
A second provision of the proposed termination policy
revealed a more serious paradox.

The secretary of the

interior was to designate a tribe as ready for termination
when, in his judgment, its members were economically and
socially ready to make the transition to self-sufficiency.
But if the designated tribe did not wish to undergo that
change, the government was faced with the prospect of
using coercion, the very antithesis of the American political
system.

To Republicans, such federal coercion was an

anethema.

In the case of the Quinaults, there was an

additional consideration:

whatever problems termination

could solve, it could not beneficially affect the complex
legal and economic commitment of sustained-yield forest
management.

Before the Interior Department found time to

wrestle with that special problem, however, the elections
of 1954 brought an end to Republican control of the Congress.
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When the Democrats resumed their legislative initiatives
in 1955, Chairman James Murray of Montana and Jackson of
the Senate Interior Committee opposed coercive termination
on any Indian Reservation.
In an effort to adjust forest management policy to
these anticipated changes in the political-economic
relationships between the government and the Indians, BIA
foresters at Quinault undertook several surveys.

One of

these surveys caused them to conclude that the main problem
was still the fractionated ownership that the allotment
process had caused.
In 1956 over 2600 members of eight
Jb1 1 ,;vo ~ •f
tribes held allotments on the reservation's 1~9,000 acres,

"

and most of the allottees were not residents of the
reservation.

Of the 1926 Quinault Indians, fewer than 370

lived there, divided among 90 families.

Of these

individuals, 66 had received payments when their allotments
were cut in the period 1953-1955, and 25 of them had
received more than $5000 each.

About 15 of these resident

families were engaged in small logging enterprises and
lumber mills; one owned a lumber operation, and many others
were laborers in logging enterprises of the peninsula
"3.,t:.7£:°

counties.

Only ~ 4 acres of ~~M~8r land was owned

jointly by the Quinault Tribe, .and(yt all of that total
,
.
I
,q
was being logged .or fAJt,._,,. """'c.,._,,. o..,./J
Therefore, although the BIA dealt with the tribal
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council in consultation and communication of logging
information, it could not have such a relationship with the
overwhelming number of allottees.

Also the BIA was still

responsible as trustee for the interests of all of the
Indians who had holdings on the reservation, even though
they in fact consisted of scattered individuals who had no
political entity other than the fact that their property
was located on the same Indian reservation.

Moreover, that

economic interest was shared by many non-Indians in the
area and elsewhere.

While there was little political

identity among the Quinaults, termination of federal
supervision would end even that; thereafter the allottees
would exist only in an economic sense (plus whatever
cultural distinction they themselves maintained).
By 1953 there appeared a certain element among the
Quinaults, whom Superintendent Raymond Bitney described as
"those who feel that they are beyond the law governing such
timber regulations."

These members instigated a new rash

of trespasses and demanded removal of BIA~loyees who

(7-Dj

stood against their violations of the l a ~

By 1956 some allottees eagerly looked forward to
economic independence, without anticipating the credit and
tax problems that such independence would also bring.

They

denied that the tribal council represented their interests
and insisted that neither the contract holders nor the BIA
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were protecting those interests.

At least that was the

,_,

complaint made by Claude Wain, a logging promoteBJwhose
allotment timber had brought him $14,000 in 195

Many

allottees supported clearcutting but objected when they
saw that only timber near their holdings was being logged
but not on their holdings.

Methodology was not the issue;

income to individuals was the issue.

Such complaints were

especially provoked by BIA reductions in the stumpage rates
,.---

in 1953 (red~cedar dropped from $13.05 to $10.40, but
hemlock rose slightly from $4.35 to $4.60); the tribal
council was pleased when the rates increased the next year
(cedar rose to $14.30 and hemlock to $5.25).

But most of

the allottees only then realized that they could not secure
modification of the unit contracts, and so they looked
longingly toward obtaining release through acquiring
patents in fee.

In some cases, local logging company

representatives encouraged them to apply for those patents,
refused to purchase them thereafter, and then waited until
defaults on county tax payments made the land available
cheaply.

These concerns were but a sample from among those

that distracted BIA officials as they turned to the
implementation of their 1954 recommendations for improvement
of sustained-yield procedures at Quinault.
"It is difficult," a BIA spokesman told a resources
conference in Portland with notable understatement, "to
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convince Indian owners that the allotment should be placed
under sustained yield management before they can realize
anything from that land.

/i') Instead,

owners seemed to be

seeking any kind of alternative to their initial commitment.
While allottees had overwhelmingly accepted BIA advice a
s ('oke,d

few years before and ~ranoferre~ powersof attorney in order
to participate under the new contracts, they now overwhelmingly
rejected BIA advice and sought patents in fee.

Those who

had the facilities to do their own cutting did so even
though such activities, under the contract they participated
in, constituted trespass.

One of the allottees, owner of

a logging company, urged the tribal council to financially
support his enterprise as the tribe's official logger.
Council chairman Cleveland Jackson informed him, however,
that the council had no authority to enter into such an

,;£~

agreement. __ ,~_-=,

The BIA area officials waited for the Washington, D.C.,
office to inform them of their continuing responsibilities
under termination policy, before they could accurately plan
annual revisions in sustained yield and cutting programs.
However, clarifications originated not in the Interior
Department, but in the Congress.

In 1954, voters in the

Pacific Northwest had rejected several prominent Republican
candidates in the congressional elections, apparently for
two reasons:

there had been a marked slump in timber sales,
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lumber production, and employment; and the administration's
promise to stimulate economic initiatives through
"partnership" seemed, in practice, to favor a few large
corporations.

In Oregon, journalist Richard Neuberger

campaigned for Senator Cordon's seat by linking him with
McKay's Interior Department in a "giveaway" of public
resources and a "takeaway" of contracts and jobs.

When

the challenger won by a slim majority, James Murray of
Montana, the new chairman of the Senate Interior Committee,
assigned him to head the subcommittee on Indian affairs.
Soon after, Neuberger received a particularly impressive
charge from Alfred Hartung, who was both president of the
International Woodworkers Association of Portland and the
husband of an allottee, who had long been dissatisfied with
stumpage rates under the long-term requirements of the
Quinault contracts.

Hartung asserted that the contractors

were paying f'ar less for certain types of timber that was
more highly valued on state of Washington and Forest
Service lands.

(Hemlock that brought $4.4~ at Taholah

and $6.50 at Crane Creek, he sar3·9as purchased for $11
l--4
to $15 outside the reservation.
The allegations set off a flurry of protest from
citizens concerned with conservation and Indian welfare.
The ensuing publicity nicely dovetailed with the Democratic
Congress' efforts to discredit and roll back the Eisenhower
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administration's policies.

Senator Neuberger did not try

to criticize the BIA, but he asked it to account for what
seemed to be blatant price discrepancies at Quinault.
In reply, Commissioner Emmons pointed out that the
contracts were designed to give fair return to allottees
over a long period of time and therefore did not reflect
either the highs or lows of the changing timber market in
the area.

The Senator was not satisfied by that explanation.

Early in 1955, his subcommittee scheduled hearings on the
question of timber management policies at Quinault, and
its assis?:7~ts went to the Pacific Northwest to collect

<t3

testimony.

In public statements, Neuberger tried to attract
attention by depicting the Rayonier Corporation as a
typically unscrupulous monopolist; in private inquiries,
moreover, he noted that some Quinaults worked for the

@

logging companies.

Generally he believed that the

apparent inequities at Quinault were merely symptoms of
the unwise economic policies of the Eisenhower administration.
Committee assistants drew his attention to practices that
he found to be particularly objectionable.

For example,

he saw that while the bureau forestalled withdrawals from
the contracts by allottees, it seemed willing to revise
the agreements to permit the purchasers to use interest
payments as credit in borrowing to pay advances to the
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allottees.

Branding that practice as unsavory, he invited

the comptroller general, head of the General Accounting
Office (GAO), to review the matter.
In the meantime, Commissioner Emmons went to the
Pacific Northwest to improve the government's image in
talks with tribal leaders.

Meeting with him briefly, the

Quinault delegation raised the question of the 10 percent
administrative charge, the need for more access roads, and
remedial legislation on heirshif.:::--\ It made no critic ism of

\ 2..1)

timber policies per se, however\._..,- Shortly after these
meetings, the political circumstances of 1956 brought about
Secretary McKay's resignation and his defeat in a race for
the senate seat of Neuberger's mentor, Wayne L. Morse.
}cv

The

new Secretary of the .Interior, Fred Seaton, found himself
confronted with the same kind of congressional pressure
that his Democratic predecessor, Chapman, had faced seven
years before.

Within a year, Seaton replaced McKay's

advocates of immediate and coercive termination with men
who were more pragmatic and politically adept.

Emmons

remained as commissioner, but most of his authority was
assumed by a new assistant secretary in charge of Indian
Affairs,

o.

Hatfield Chilson.

These new officials watched warily as Neuberger's
subcommittee opened public hearings on Quinault timber
management in April 1957.

Four topics were explored
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therein:

timber prices, timber sales, consultation with

the Indians by BIA, and alternative means of providing
sustained income to allottees.

Although various critics

of federal Indian policy assumed that the BIA was "selling
out" Quinault interests to exploiters of the public domain,
Neuberger meant only to prod the BIA to consider more
equitable, efficient methods.

At the hearings, Claude Wain

sourly charged the government agency with raising stumpage
rates by 30 percent as soon as the hearings were announced.
Malcolm McLeod, a Seattle lawyer specializing in Indian
claims, described as unfair the fact that allottees paid
the 10 percent charge evel)...,_after surrendering their powers
of attorney to the bureauWofficials of the Rayonier and
Aloha Companies not only denied alleged price discrepencies
but insisted that their contracts were far from being
bargains.

Because of the multitude of federal requirements

they had to meet, the contracts had proved to be burdensome
arrangements.

An expert from the GAO reported on the

results of an audit of the BIA begun in 1952 and extended
to the Portland Area office in 1956.

He said that the

bureau had undervalued Indian timber, had not employed
proper appraisal or scaling methods, and had failed to
·correlate its ratios with other federal timber agencies.
Although the subcommittee members included Jackson
of Washington, who had first expressed concern for the
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Quinaults in 1950 and 1951, it was essentially Senator
Neuberger's show.

(Minority members Goldwater and Watkins

took little part in the hearings and finally charged that
the majority had ignored BIA efforts to protect the Indian
interests.)

Just as the sessions began, the Democratic

members were angered to learn that the BIA had just granted
reductions in stumpage rates to the Quinault contractors
because of earlier agreements and had h l e d to immediately
inform the subcommittee of the changefJ/The matter seemed to
confirm public suspicion that the bureau and the so-called
monopoloists were working hand-in-glove.
I

As everybody's villain, the BIA presented its defense
in two stages.

At Neuberger's request, Secretary Seaton

sent a progress report in October 1956.

In it he defended

the 10 percent interest charge as a tiny fraction of the
factors that determined stumpage rates; it was, he said
further, a proper business practice.

He also explained

that the BIA had not had much luck with granting patents
~o..i..'1 ,J (::l, n,Q..(.t;, W~~ H•61-~:t,.J, .,_,...,.r ,,....~,,__, ;nvf..,£,"ti;,.e(, c:_,,tf..,
in fee, 9.?cau1ae ef i::he costs e:e :zet.:t:in4!J at i:r::iaccgssibre
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6j <:AA!f.; t.,._ k,;t:z~(). ~ - A,(_{,,.,~ Ju '.(JI~.) £ff.#.,_ ,,_µ.y) ~ f ,/h1v~ 47"7J,~f
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He noted, however,

that patent policy had been revised to recognize that
individual allottees interests need not be subordinated
to tribal interests or to timber management requirements,
except in critical cases.

The Quinaults, he reiterated,
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had shown no enthusiasm for earlier BIA suggestions that
they share cooperatively in logging payments, no matter
whose allotments were cut, and had not supported the BIA
idea for establishing a tribal logging mill.
Then, at the subcommittee hearings late in May 1957,
George Kephart, chief of the forest bureau of the BIA,
documented the way in which the Quinault tribal council had
at first opposed and then supported the Taholah and Crane
Creek contracts.

Periodic stumpage adjustments were based

upon every possible economic consideration, he said.

The

Forest Service rates were not determined by the necessity
for immediate income to the owners, moreover, and the state
of Washington sold a smaller volume.

He candidly observed

that sustained yield concepts meant nothing to Indian
allottees eager to have the quickest, highest income, but
he insisted that the BIA nevertheless had adhered to that
policy because it was in the Indians' best interests,
whether they understood it to be so or not.

Finally,

Kephart admitted that he did not have sufficient survey
data on which to base comparisons of stumpage rates, nor
did the bureau have sufficient funds to replant cutover
blocks.

(Not until a year later would his office recognize,

for example, that Forest Service estimates were being
compared with the BIA's actual payments; when Forest Service
payments were later made, they were notably lower than the
estimates.)
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While Senator Neuberger did not closely cross examine
the defendants, he relied upon an analysis given him by
Robert Wolf, a former Forest Service and Bureau of Land
Management forester now serving with the GAO.

Wolf's

report questioned Interior's real concern for the Indians.
Even if the 10 percent interest charge was legitimate,
Wolf noted, that did not make it proper.

If an allottee

paid a thousand dollars for the administrative costs, did
he get a thousand dollars worth of administration?
least the equity of the charge was assailable.

At

If the

bureau allowed 500 allottees to band together to participate
in long-term contracts, he questioned, why could they not
do the same for shorter-term agreements that would produce
sustained income?

Why should allottees seek patents in fee

when their timber was already under long-term contracts
from which the bureau would not grant them release?

The

BIA's sustained-yield policy had produced erratic income,
but the variations in productivity and stumpage rates could
be supplemented by a revolving fund which would not be
/

subject to Congressional budget ceilings.

(Kephart had

said that such a fund had already been considered but had
aroused negligible interest.)

In response to the BIA's

assertion that the Quinaults were unresponsive to bureau
suggestions because they were culturally resigned to share
the disadvantages as well as the advantages of economic
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life, Wolf pointedly asked, " . . . is this trusteeship at
work?"@
Neuberger was especially outraged by the implications
of the 10 percent administrative fee.

He thought it

grossly unfair to grant the contractors credit on borrowing
at the expense of the allottees while the Indians were
given no such credit when they had to borrow money.

At

his request, the GAO immediately investigated the assessment
and asked Congress to remove it.

Far from trying to cut

down the BIA's procedures, however, his final report noted
that Interior already had sufficient authority to effect
improvements in its timber management policies without
additional legislation.

It could, for example, make a

cash settlement to the companies for allotments withdrawn
from the contract.

The administrative charge could be

replaced by a special revolving fund, based upon receipts
and used~ administer the contracts producing those
receipts~
The Forest Service might well supply the BIA with its
own stumpage adjustment rates, the report continued, through
a simple interdepartmental agreement with the Department
of Agriculture.

(Such an exchange would also be evidence

of better relationships between those two traditional
antagonists.)

In any case, some provision should be made

for older Indians to get immediate income from their
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allotments, perhaps by using timber as security for advanced
payments.

In the case of the unsold Queets unit, policies

should be devised for rights-of-way and tolls, while road
construction costs should be taken out of allottee income
without an interest charge if the government built the
roads.

Finally, as a first step toward making BIA timber

management more acceptable, the report recommended the
establishment of Indian advisory boards to serve both as
a means for consultation and as a clearing house for
information.
Neuberger asked Assistant Secretary Chilson to inform
the subcommittee by July 1, 1958, of any changes in the
volume and quality of stumpage rates paid to the Crane
Creek and Taholah contractors.

Further hearings would be

held, he added pointedly, if they were deemed necessary.
He also asked the comptroller general to maintain a steady
spotlight on the BIAts pricing decisions and cost accounting
procedures.

In January 1958, the GAO assigned : 3 n to the
:h
forestry office at the Portland Area headquarte · . Neuberger

did not press his investigations further.

He hoped that

the Interior Department would proceed to devise its own
improvements.

"If we cannot prod the Indian Bureau into

finally representing the Indians rather than in favoring
the timber companies," he wrote to woodworker's president
Hartung at the end of the subcommittee's hearings, "I do
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not know what can do the

r.·;i
job. ~-~

The Neuberger recommendations arrived at the Interior
Department just as Secretary Seaton was preparing an overall
defense of the Eisenhower Administration's Indian policy.
He did not hope to continue the obviously inadequate and
discredited termination policy, but he hoped to mollify
the Democratic majority in Congress by directing the BIA
to base its actions upon both the understanding and
concurrance of the tribes they dealt with.

Assistant

Secretary Chilson agreed that the Neuberger recommendations
were desirable and instructed the Forestry Branch to submit
constructive proposals.

But generally the BIA officials

believed that the recommendations merely restated ideas
that had been submitted to the Quinaults and to Congress

in previous years, ideas that had been rejected or not
acted upon by either entity.

The only item in the report

that seemed immediately applicable was th.~ establishment
.
.
.
~/
o f an Ind 1.an
c 1 aims
a d v1.sory
comm1.. ttee .'-·-

The department was also concerned about adverse comments
that appeared in the press during and after the Neuberger
hearing.

One of the "outrages" against Indians and

conservation most frequently cited and photographed was a
stretch of uprooted stumps left by logging decades b.efore
but still visible from the Olympic Highway.

None of these

critics were aware of the fact that the BIA and the National
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Park Service had agreed (before the Quinault contracts were
sold) that the new purchasers would be required to leave a
strip of trees standing on both sides of the highway.
Unfortunately such strips were not continuous or wide enough
to screen the effects of the earlier logging from the
passing public.
The burden of response to the Neuberger report devolved,
of course, on the Portland Area Offices.

In October 1957,

Forest Manager Perry Skarra presented the proposals to
members of the Quinault tribe.

Those attending the meeting,

he reported, appeared confused or apathetic, attitudes that
he ascribed not to their distrust of the BIA but to their
distrust of each other's motives.

Most of them wanted to

talk about their own allotments; only one of them asked
questions about the committee idea.

It was the Indian

claims attorney, McLeod, who spoke out against the bureau
for letting companies build access roads into the Queets
without giving allottees specific information about damages
or widths.

He admitted that he was advising his clients
~

to withhold powers of attorney and wait until they could

"

obtain permission to charge tolls for use of roads crossing
their holdings.~ The only topic all those attending agreed
upon was opposition to the 10 percent administrative fee
and a demand for full voice in agency decisions.

They were

"adamant that their desires should prevail," Skarra reported,
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but they offered few constructive suggestions.

Instead,

the allottees refused to reinvest part of their stumpage
profit in such highly desirable improvements as reforestation
simply because they felt that the 10 percent fee should cover

3~)

the costs of all BIA projects on the reservation._/ __ /
1i51

In December, the original idea of creating advisory
A.

boards for each of the four logging units required so much
paperwork that it was replaced by establishment of an
overall group, an interim Quinault Indian Claims Advisory
Committee.

Conceived as an adjunct of the tribal business

committee, its creation immediately revived long-standing
allottee objections to the jurisdiction of the tribal
council.

When at the same time Superintendent Ringey

established a Quinault newsletter to diss,fminate information
concerning logging regulations, stumpage rates, credit, and
income, he drew down similar criticism.

The newsletter

presented but did not explain highly technical data, some
allottees asserted, and did not present their own viewpoint.
Claude Wain, Paul Petit, and Joseph Hillaire, three
of the men who had supplied the Neuberger committee with
allegations against BIA forest management policy, claimed
to speak for Quinault allottees.

"Because we feel that

you actually have the best interests of the Indians at
heart," they informed Ringey, "(and many agents have not
had) we will invite you to attend . . • " meetings of allottees
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that they meant to call in the near future.

" ..

. we hope

that you will be prepared to speak to these Indians aJlf\
explain to them, their position to-day as it stands.

~The

superintendent sent J. L. Diddock, realty officer from the
Portland office, to attend the first of these meetings in
February 1958.

The organizers made brief speeches "containing

the usual critical remarks of BIA cutting," and after
personal gripes were turned aside the participants took up
the subject of the interim advisory committee.

Many admitted

that they feared what the BIA would do if they participated
in its deliberations.

Diddock thought that they did not

understand that the committee would not be effective unless
they first granted the necessary rights of way so that the
Queets timber could be cut; they must also "overcome

11..f..

J.c..~~,-0.

hostility toward each other . . . ," he reported@
Choosing to act on the latter problem, the dissident
allottees formed a Resource Development Association in

(~5/J.
March~

Aware that this action constituted a challenge,

the tribal council declared that the new group must
negotiate through it.

The dissidents, of course, claimed
✓.·

precisely that authority for their own grou@Even before
resolution of the conflict was made by Interior Department
solicitors, Forest Manager Libby reminded the association's
leaders that although the government welcomed any information
from them, it was not bound to comply with their advice, nor
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could long-term timber sales policy and joint tribal
concerns be subject to the dema:od,s of the few allottees

/2,)

belonging to that organization__,,

There was a great difference of opinion about the
intent and purpose of the dissident organization, even
among its membership.

Responding to its complaints that

no controls had yet been established over the BIA, Senator
Neuberger reiterated that the boards recommended by his
committee were to provide allottees with knowledge of
business management so that they could become self-sufficient
by the time they were allowed to sell their own land.

Until

then, tribal jurisdiction over business matters prevailed.
"In effect," Senate Interior Committee Chairman Murray told
them, "what you apparently seek is to supplant the Bureau
of Indian Affairs staff and organization with one of your
own which will take over the management of the economic
resources of the Quinault Reservation, thus terminating
Federal control and supervision.
be able to achieve this goal."

I am hopeful that you may
For the present, however,

he urged them to work with the Interim Claims Advisory
Committee and to seek BIA cooperation, even if the government
officers did not always measure up to their expectations.
He also reminded them that when and if their association
did super?ede government administration, they would have to
finance their operations out of income, because the Interior
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appropriations committee would not finance "a parallel
/'-·--,.

organization. ,/40,i
Within the course of a year, the Resource Development
Association became impotent in every way except to drain
attendance and interest from the interim committee.

When

allottees recognized that neither group wielded sufficient
influence to obtain modifications in or releases from the
contracts, they lost what slight interest .µid hope they
I

-"-

had had in the idea of advisory committees 'tfi The interim
organization, nevertheless, went so far as to request an
operating budget, adjustments of stumpage rates, and approval

,r'ih_)

I

/

of any modifications in the Crane Creek contract\--- But that
logging operation was already in such difficulties that the
committee's potential involvement was obviously peripheral
to the great problems facing the forest managers.

As part

of the nationwide recession of 1957-1958, the lumber
industry hit another period of slump.

Rayonier closed its

cutting work for six months, and Aloha decreased its own
production substantially.

In September 1958, both companies

announced that they would purchase no more patents in fee
from allottees.

As a result, BIA offices were inundated

by Indians seeking assistance.
The BIA foresters recognized the perversity of the
situation.

The allottees would continue to seek patents

in fee in order to get what they were assured by local
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loggers would be higher and more immediate income.

The

BIA informed each of them that stumpage rates on existing
units could not be raised until the overall forest industry
situation improved.

At the same time, it pointed out that

the Queets Unit could not be organized and offered for sale
until the powers of attorney of all allottees had been
secured.

Neither prospect was likely to happen in the

near future.

But while adhering to its forest management

program in keeping with federal trusteeship, the bureau
could not make adjustments or conduct surveys for the
second stage of block clearcutting on existing logging
units because so many allotments were now beyond federal
jurisdiction.

In March 1958, area forester Harold Weaver

suggested that one- to two-year contracts be designed to
give the bureau essential flexibility by applying separate
controls for tribal timber and for each allotment.

Unless

such adjustments were made, he said, "our popularity curve
[will] drop to a new low with the Indians."

Assistant

Commissioner John Crow promised to have the forestry manual
rewritten to authorize local officials to adopt such
short-term agreements, but he did not think that policy

143'\

would be "a cure-all. " 1

/

In February 1959, Libby urged his associates to
establish special provisions for allottees to log or sell
their holdings.

But none of the field officers were certain
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of their authority to take such actions.

Superintendent

Ringey questioned his own responsibility for controlling
management of allottee timber, now that Indians had been
judged competent to conduct their own affairs.

The

Portland Area office notified the unit contractors that
the BIA was no longer responsible for patented allotments
or for scaling and would not accept stumpage payments on
behalf of non-Indian allottees.

In the meantime, timber

holdings became tax delinquent, trespasses (often unprovable)
increased, and allottees sold their patents without informing
the BIA.

Statistically and administratively speaking, it

was a sorry mess for the BIA to untangle.

In Washington,

D.C., the Interior Department tried to relieve the situation
somewhat by giving notice that administrative fees would be
temporarily suspended while a reduction was considered.
Moreover, it would seek only an approximate and reasonable
balance between annual expenditures and assessments both

/;;

in the general BIA budget and at the Portland Area officelf!!_,,/
Another problem facing forest managers on the Quinault
Reservation was how to deal with logging slash.

Harold

Weaver issued one of a series ~rfports on forest management,
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including slash, in March 1959.---=---

On the adjacent Quinault

Ranger District of the Olympic National Forest, Weaver
noted, slash was burned following logging whenever possible.
However, the Forest Service had authorization to earmark a
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portion of its timber sale receipts for this task; the
BIA had no such authorization, so it would be up to each
allottee to volunteer such funds

(an unlikely event).

same basic,problem existed for reforestation.

The

The 1930

Knutson-Vandenburg Act allowed the Forest Service to utilize
a portion of timber receipts for planting, thinning, and
pruning.

No equivalent authority was available to the BIA,

necessitating again allottee funding for reforestation
following logging.

These limitations to BIA prerogatives

are logical when one thinks of the allotments as private
property; the owner has a responsibility for the land, in
addition to the opportunity for financial gain.
The size and number of allotments added to the slash
problem.

If one allottee wished to burn his slash, how

could the adjacent allotments be protected from the fire?
Since the slash following clearcutting was contiguous, it
seems almost certain that the fire would spread beyond the
eighty-acre tract.

Even with improvements in fire technology

there are many uncertainties, and risks are necessary and
must be accepted.

If adjacent owners will not accept such

risks, then no allotment can be burned, even if funds are
available.

Accumulation of slash, unsightly to many, often

an impediment to planting crews, and for a few years at
least a fire hazard, remains a problem to be lived with.
The foresters of the BIA were becoming increasingly
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convinced that the only means of continuing sustained-yield
management on the reservation was the consolidation of
allotments under unified tribal ownership.

But by 1959,

the tendency was in exactly the opposite direction toward
private ownership.

During the next ten years, over half

of the original contracted land area would be alienated
from federal trust.

But as Assistant Commissioner John

Crow reminded Dan Foster, director of the Portland Area
office, the BIA still had responsibility 'to be sure that
all of the Indian interests receive their proper share of
the proceeds of any sale.

Similarly, permits for individual

cutting or salvage would depend upon consideration of
allottee needs and not upon the desires of those who had
taken patents in fee.
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Because they applied that distinction in response to
complaints and appeals by Indian timberland owners, the
BIA officials in effect gave more help to allottees still
under their jurisdiction.

For these allottees the BIA

would order the logging companies to make a special effort
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to cut a particular area; in many instances, the income
secured was notably higher than the original estimates.
But their responses to other timber owners were characterized
by indirection or generalizations that were viewed as
subterfuge and thus as evidence of complicity with the
contract holders.

For example, the increase in export

sales to Japan since the early 1950s had made recovery of
slash far more important to both loggers and allottees
than it had been when the unit contracts were designed to
focus on standing timber.

Responding to one of the many

new applications for permits to recover slash on
allotments, Superintendent Ringey emphasized the
contractor's responsibility for bearing the costs of
orderly management,IJ

I 1 5I

1 Ji!Lj

L

j
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Inevitably, these gestures of help
for some and not others, and suggestions that upheld the
sustained-yield plan, were interpreted by allottees as
favoritism and skullduggery.
Such accusations continued to reach the offices of
members of Congress.

Neuberger for one was often exasperated

.
I,

at the irrationality of those who had prec~pitously obtained
patents in fee in order to carry out their own timber sale,
yet demanded attention and security from the BIA.

Feeling

obliged to give the complainers some response, he sent
their letters to the Interior Department.

There, Assistant
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Secretary Roger Ernst assured him:

"We are convinced . . .

that the number of legitimate complaints is well within
the allowable limits of efficient administration.

Other

complaints we find, reflect misunderstandings or are

4i;/

protests against conditions over which we have no control. •r
Concentrating their efforts on the priority of
efficient administration, local bureau officials surveyed

logging operations and were pleased with company initiatives
in road building and maintenance.

When the large Pope and

Talbot Lumber Company sought their assurance of monopoly
in building a rafting/booming site at the mouth of the
·
1 t R1· ver, .;r
flat.£ ore~_rranager d ecl1ne
. d to g1. ve 1. t and
Qu1nau

the feeler was dropped.-.-- The superintendent reported,
however, "strong and healthy" interest in competition for
Queets Unit sale to be held in Hoquiam early in 1960.
The bureau still believed that long-term contracts were
the most feasible method for providing income for the
greatest number of allottees, while keeping logging
operations within the sustained-yield capacity of the
reservation forest.

But another such sale could not be

made in the face of recent objections and continuing
complaints.

As Superintendent Ringey expressed it, new

contracts could not readily be modified for proper forest
management procedures, because most non-residents were
"interested primarily in converting their reservation
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property to cash. { 4 ~:

{)l,,(h, ,L. ~
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n,,:..,.:
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After 1960, therefore, ...t. logging was done by special
A

permits.
The first years of the 1960s proved to be a time for new adjustments.
After reviewing the sporadic attempts by Quinault leaders to consolidate
patented lands (the late

chairman, Cleveland Jackson, had bought up many of

them himself), veteran forester John Libby submitted a plan to facilitate
earlier payments while securing better forest management.

By its terms,

allottees obtaining patents would thereafter do business directly with the
logging companies and not be subject to BIA supervision.

Libby admitted that

although the idea would simplify administration, it would complicate management of the logging units.

Rayonier at once opposed the suggestion and, like

many earlier attempts to adjust old requirements to new statistics, Libby's
idea was not implemented~
The burea~foresters counted real changes in the field, however. At
~ ~ c..,..._frul" ( V l . t . ~ " ' " tL rile/:,..L (A.4, '·1~ ~ 4-~{, J
Quinault th~ maximum allowab:e cu~as raised:l-' )-5~ million board feet S¥f!MP a
~
"5 ho-y,t '4 "" !b1 ~ ~ ol; H~ -1, t;J eu t,. "' dt,,J,d."-P.
~
three-year perio~./\ Reseeding of Douglas-fir was commenced by the BIA foresters
l
in 1961 and 1962, and surveys for further renewal were begun.

Output declined,

however, and high winds in October 1962, followed by heavy rains in November,
felled over 10 billion board feet throughout the coastal Pacific Northwest.
Natural regeneration of the forests, the BIA recognized, would no longer be
sufficient.

Reforestation proposals were submitted to take advantage of new

agricultural conservation assistance programs, and slash salvage procedures
....,.,_ ,d•i,:, kl c) I a.-vJ -s
were improved. Trimming and pruning \IMNllk done under federal public works
I\
d,;/ 11.A>f 1 ~
programs.ettpplemeneeel. t:hs effo:r::ts sy =the i_ogging companies a replant blocks
a,,,..J

w-t-¥<

~f-

~ht,~

s-

~ ~ t..._, ~ 41~.:t;;.

that had been cut during the preceding years/\

'i'as ill~ aloe LeCOI!uttended revisions

...

~

f
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1!fte existing contracts •~make it wort. while for the operators to cut

marginal cedar stands.

When the Pacific Northwest Loggers Association
~
t,,,.. --d..., h '·••H.J ,/ 'S .,.i,'"-<..
disbanded in 1962, stumpage rates ,.e!!c adjusted to Forest Service guide- ·
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Under the impetus of the John Kennedy administration,

\
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the cause of the Quinault Indians once again attracted
the attention of members of the Democratic Congress.

As

chairman of the Senate Interior Committee, Henry Jackson
sought BIA explanations for issues raised by allottees
from his own constituency.

But the adversarial implications

of the Neuberger-Seaton period were significantly altered.
Now there were several Indians on the BIA's staff in
Washington, D.C., and the head of its Forestry Branch was
Perry Skarra, longtime forest manager at the Quinault
Reservation.

Although the administrators' understanding

could no longer be doubted, the problem of communication
with the allottees persisted.

As the assistant secretary

of the interior charged with handling Indian affairs
explained to Jackson, the BIA continued to consult with
the allottees but had to do so individually because there
was no committee that could represent many allottees at
once.

Some allottees accounted for the failure of the

claims advisory committee of 1958 by charging that the BIA
preferred to cooperate with the tribal council instead.
But the husband of one allottee admitted:

"I believe the

complete indifference by the allottees, other than when
monetary remuneration is concerned, is appalling, and that
some effort s13»uld be made to organize this group for their
,

C,,,,,,
l
::)V f

own welfare.". /
Concepts emphasizing the elimination of separateness
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and the absorption of Indians into the white American
system had produced the withdrawal/termination proposals
at the outset of the 1950s.

A decade later, the minority-

rights movement completely reversed that philosophy by
emphasizing the preservation of Indian identity.

No one

was more sensitive to that change than Congresswoman Julia
Butler Hansen, a Democrat in Congress representing the
district that included the Quinault Reservation.

By

assuming the mantle of Senator Neuberger (who had died in
1960), she was the solicitous recipient of correspondence
from dissatisfied Quinaults and long-time critics.
Although necessarily concerned with the problems of the
area's lumber companies, Hansen was particularly sensitive
to extending minority welfare legislation to the Indians
as well.
Through her efforts, congressional aid for the economic
welfare of minority groups was translated into BIA
encouragement of local manufac~µ~ing plants near the
/SI J
reservation to employ Indians.__/ The new leaders of the
tribe nevertheless continued to complain, perhaps because
of a very slight decline in stumpage rates in March 1961
(cedar went to $10.27, hemlock to $9.13).

When these

rates had not changed a year later, the tribal council
charged that the logging companies were controlling the
rates.

Their people insisted that sustained yield placed
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"severe limitations on the amount of timber which may be
sold, irrespective of whether the limitations make sense
considering the situation of the tribe and its members, or
whether it would make sense if the interest were owned by
non-Indians."

They therefore went on record in support of

legislation that would replace sustained yield with
"prudent management" of the timber.

Woodworker president

Haurtung came to their aid once again by pointing out the
unit contractor's negligence in paying funds to the allottees.
Assistant Secretary of the Interior D. Otis Beasley
immediately,8~dered the companies to pay the amounts within

5l-)

thirty days~--_,.,.-

The old sore of the 10 percent administrative fee was
somewhat healed when the Interior Department employed
stricter means of computing it, but proposed legislation
O<-t~
was designed to retain the charge. ~ftdeed in=l9e~_--At.t-2!.ney
; ~ - I.. ~"._.:,_

Genera] Nishola.s Katzenbach defended it 13y siti;Ag Morrison
II,

-+!,..

v. Work (266 US 481, 488-1925) Hi uhieh the Supreme Court ,~J,~~- O
':£.u.Jui,..r ~ ~ ~
+,,-11:,,../
,,..~J,t.:W, l\ ~ ~
~~he~a federaJ administration of ~ru.J'I: property1 ii-S a pr9per
A rt1/,,.-I
~ o--t,;_~_. ~ ~ t:t; ~~'l~u,,;,~5~ ~)~'4 t:; ILW J

v-1+1". i/

1

eiti:z:iel"l I s Fi,s:t.

lfu .,, ,,._t. /1 ~

1

(u:,,J " 5':i ~

u.-y> j)r./'-IP-7 .,..., ~11 .
,
. .
The foresters overseeing management of Quinault timber
le,(_ ~i,

were by now the victims of a new statistic:
and 1966

between 1958

the amount of land held under individual patents

in fee increased from 33,747 acres to 59,828; in two more
years that total would be 62,059.

The Quinaults and the
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BIA had to live with the bitter fact that there was no way
to restore patented lands to tribal ownership except by
tribal purchase.
Instead of being a caretaker of Indian
-t., t£.... ..__.,,_-u.J tt,...:t- f..u- p ~ Jl.()t"VIA.l.-.f::. f ) ~ r t,.t. k~,civ. ~t--y,
interests there, the BIA was t.beFeiere Fa~idly becoming
A

little more than a technical advisor of forestry.
The economic supervision of the past had to give way
to the realization that the Indians needed not security
but opportunity.

To that end, the Democratic Congress

took up an Indian Resources Development bill in 1967.
The economic interests of the Quinault tribe were by
then so diversified that the old issues of timberland
sales were relegated to the sidelines by the younger
generation.

As participants in the growing mood of

assertiveness by the Indians in western Washington State,
they decided that salmon fisheries were the mainstay of
their welfare.

(The newly designed symbol of the tribal

committee showed a young Indian hefting a large salmon.
There was no sign of a tree included.

Only the minority

of resident allottees would profit from fisheries enterprise,
of course.)

Y~<-.J'4 1M c-:l.. QJ,~a,,,Jf ~11,.J,;,..,

Under the new leadership, the Quinaults informed

"

members of both the BIA and Congress that the five million
dollars for Indian resources development should be spent
for protecting fishing waters.

BIA and logging companies'

efforts to correct stream damage caused by fallen snags,
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they charged, were ineffectual.

While demanding greater

appropriations for Interior's Fish and Wildlife Bureau,
they found a staunch supporter in the state of Washington
Department of Fisheries.

The head of that agency, Thor

Tollefson, was much more solicitous of their complaints
about logging practices than he had been as congressman
representing lumber interests of the Olympic District a
few years before.
In 1965 the BIA at Hoquiam heard of tribal objections
to logging practices affecting the fishing streams on the
reservation.

The forest managers at Portland instructed

their staff to strengthen enforcement of the provisions
in new contracts for purchaser responsibility for stream
clearance that summer

and recQ~nded revisions of old

'53)

contracts to include that task.

But whether stream

rehabilitation was to be done by the BIA, by the companies,
or by the tribe, the old problem of unified jurisdiction
over hundreds of individua1_ly owned tracts seemed an
insurmountable obstacle.

~..J

The Indians' desire to share in the affluence of the
latter 1960s was well considered.

The development of a

new export market for the logging and wood products
industries after Japanese purchase of the 1962 Columbus
Day blowdown was producing heady effects.
In 1966, ~14. 3
-,.-rtl. i>/ +:_,,_,
biJJio~ boara feet were harvested on Indian reservations

~llll011
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across th~(~on.

Two years later, that total reached

M2lrh.illio~d feet.

In Washington State, timber

management had for many years been applied to the Yakima

•9;
1

.. t.

and Colville reservations east of the Cascade Mountains.

.~

W'

L'=

I

I
O,U/l•J-,,-

At OCl."1na-tfl:"6., As of May 1967, the Crane Creek/\ and ':Pa'holah'?" e,
Uni~s togQtQQr produced over -:Wi8- million board feet valued
t1l~

at over 'hw8 million dollars.

A fire in the Raft River

It was apparent to all interests that the opportunities
for lumber enterprise at Quinault were greater than they
I t J ,~ 1/\... tL q...,,"' ,=L~ 0.,.u, • .J,;,,,.
had ever been. The Quinaults therefore revived the old
/\

BIA idea of a tribal mill.

In Jul1 1961, re~resontatiwes

tn Hoquiam with Assistant ~ecretary of the Interior ftobert
E. llanghan ieo

disc11ss that proJect

and t!o challenge '6fte
.T1,o_ 14 I, .;:;

actions ~f 'Che=-G~ne Creek a:Rid .!I!ehole.h con Lr act.oi?S.

"-

.'lhe

government indicated that i t would not permit the contractors
to increase charges on transportation of cut timber.
Aloha {Row ii1b1a0rb0"1

a~

When

the Evans li!ii.odu.ctli CQ1Ri:3any) brought

suit against the government for compensation, the Quinault
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tribe in turn received federal assistance in bringing suit

-r:...~,;,.

. t the company. -r,.
aga1ns
~-, l 4 t,t.,J ~'S!~-t-;;.._J :;.,.~....-..~---11. '{ d~
--?
Ten years -af.:t..e-F Senator Neuberger said that he did
not know what else could prod the BIA, the Quinault
allottees had found their own answer:

litigation.

When

the civil rights movement of those years "politicized"
minority segments of the American population, Indians at
first declined to identify with the cause of BlackAmericans.

II

. . unlike the Negroe [sic]," dissident

allottee Paul Petit, Sr., insisted, "we do not cry out
about a racial prejudice but ask only to be allowed the

/"'v·

/SC:,

privilege of working the lands that are rightfully ours.~-'But after the passage of civil rights legislation
and the federalization of minority interests by the Kennedy
and Johnson administrations, Indians were caught up in the
exhilaration and success of minority self-realization.
They nevertheless differed from the Blacks in two respects.
First, they were far fewer in number and therefore could
wield much less leverage by sheer numbers.

Second, they

did not seek to obliterate a degraded past but actually
appealed to it as a time of self-respect and integrity.
Perhaps for these reasons, the pressures and publicities
they belatedly adopted were "offensives" that were generally
inoffensive.: WhQn Indian children abandoned their elders'
.,1·'

~ <f~ticence-, tbey rQtainiad a liii.rgQ degree of
, L\1'4.- t:t.. ~ ~ L blM(< ~(~..,.,, ~ J '-rtM""'('?'"
W lA L f}'Yt.'r'-L- tt, t.-l:,i c,.......J...,, ~ .d_J»_;, CM.( tu..,,-iJ ~ 1 ~ it,.__...;.,JJ r t_l''i c..c-, ~
~~ tu atG ~~.:6 -h-~; tT--t,:,.,.0 -:C.,,ef,~ clo . . .l.Ci ,._ J ~f.ru.A•

~1

--:r~'-l~
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tra:el.i t.ional pa Lience and l:lH:derstatement-.

The younger

members of every tribe across the nation were more educated
or more in the mainstream of events than their parents and
grandparents.

During the late 1960s, it was they who called

intertribal meetings, published and demonstrated tribal
heritages, and formed associations.

Their activities

commanded far greater attention than their parents'
occasional letters of complaint addressed to congressmen

or bureaucrats.

Indeed, federal administrators preferred

to deal with larger organizations with single purposes
that represented widespread views rather than respond to
scattered individuals of varying condition and need.
In that new climate of the later 1960s, Helen Mitchell,
the recording secretary of the National Congress of American
Indians (that described itself as "the voice of the Indian
people"),began a new chapter in the history of timber
,i,..h-t,-<-,-t;,

management on the Quinault Reservation. The owner of"'- «ft
+t..,._ l
J~-f,,,/s
allotmentsand execXr of her .wardLs allotment on the
reservation, she was also chairman of the Quinault Land
Although she lived on the nearby
o....-t w t...-b~ ,..__; t~ r>Mtit........
Chehalis reservation, the logging company that she owned
and Forest Committee.

I\

(Mitchell-Grandorf) worked in the Quinault forests.
I.IA c... · · ~

Between

eJ"fJ-,,~,J.,.,

1964 and 1966, sheAhad-oeen charged with trespass and use
of improper logging methods by BIA foresters and the unit
contractors as well.

Mitchell in turn had complained of
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federal restrictions and state taxes and had accused the
Aloha Company of forging her name to a right of way
agreement and then paying her while they trespassed on
the allotments under her control.

(ShGvon after worked
I

out an accommodation with the company)

67

Whether for these reasons or others, early in 1968
Mitchell secured travel funds from the BIA area office and
went to Washington, D.C ..

In March, she entered into a

contract with Wilkinson, Cragun and Barker, a la~~irm ~hat

+"-'- -1-v·lw

O'Y(~

f:tri<.

had earlier represented Quinaults in a- jarisdietiona 1 suit
,r:.._,t,;_. o ... ~s ~a.:,~< .."'· ft .
~ainst. Waoaifi(:!J't:OH Stato.. ThepAv-.i'greed to investigate and

.

-s~+

~J:i.J) · ~ ,;,. t(..,

prosecute claims against the United States over the
management and sale of timber and the use of Indian moneys
on the reservation~

The area director had been informed

at a tribal meeting in Taholah that a possible suit was
being considered and, as a representative of the defendant,

1°'5~

was then asked to leave the session:•-··;::1/

The bureau was in the anamolous position of having to
defend its pract:ioes iH the suit and

~ a.&

<"-----------

trustee .of

w~~ tf.u ""-"""'-'

'ti"

txibal iaterest., having to oversee the contract ~or that
-fk -,r_ ~ fJ<...rr,,,. h.>..}:;;
A
tf.,..1- suit. ~ solicitor examined the arrangement and agreed

f>"A'~

pl..vY}'~
to the formation of a committee whose sole autborit:y would

I,; -.'T; -~tX,y

<;._. •..,,(

o.v~_

•1

be to act as the party to the suit.

Because the initial

membership of this association included many of those who
had been dissident allottees for over a decade, the group
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recapitulated the purpose of the Resource Development
~ ... ,.. ~ .. (~

Association of 1958.

A-tloitu.,, Gw..(,,~:tf..u

Indeed, t h e ~ first insisted

that it was the tribal business committee's long-defunct
Quinault Claims Advisory Committee and thus the rightful
representative of Quinault allottees.
There were several ironies involved in the actions
of the plaintiffs.

Under the terms of their contract with

the law firm, they had to secure legal authority to act for
individual allottees before the lawyers would proceed with
their investigation.

At the outset, they evidently

encountered the same sort of apathy, doubt, and apprehension
that the BIA had faced for many years.

Resorting to

notices, meetings, and editorial declarations in their own
Quinault Allottees Newsletter, it took them many months to
reach the required 170 signers out of the estimated total
of 1200 allottees, and another year before they had the
support of 531 timber land owners as plaintiffs for the
suit against the BIA.
speak for 650 of them.

A year after that, they claimed to
The substance of their appeals to

the allottees was an unintentional but significant echo of
the explanation used by the BIA when it was trying to
organize the Taholah and Crane Creek contract:
that is,
.f,L.._ f'?"'')1-vY c.« ti...',' ~ { ' - ' I
only those who signed O-¥er efw.leir pouer of atto1me:y and
/y)

rte..: .. r.11-,

participated in the action would share in the anticipated
A

rewards.
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Moreover, as Portland Area foresters pointed out to
Quinault tribal officers, the contract in effect would
esta~p. a possible monopoly by those who participated

in idMany of its adherents had, of course, been
outspoken in their criticism of the logging contracts as
veritable monopolies.

On the other hand, an increasingly

smaller number of allotments still under federal management
would have to bear the burden of claims against the bureau;
those claims would have to be met not through regular
administrative procedures but by the adversarial techniques
of litigation.
A further comparison may be drawn between the BIA's
1

responsibilities and the plaintifO task.

The law firm

required a $10,000 retainer fee, called for an open expense
account, and intended to take 20 percent of whatever the
court would award to the plaintiffs.

The committee, like

the BIA before them, had to pool the contributions of its
~"'-4

,_ p.c.,,u..,.,..f-.

supporters and establish a treasury secured by ~he value
of. 1>1L,tb'4 ~~ s -h-~,__._ tL M,~,t-L.lk~~
ofAthe timber on t h ~ allotments~ Again, the/rea foresters
noted the implication:

whatever the lawyers did for their

clients (and they could not of course 9uar_antee an award) ,
l'->~ .............__ r~_.{......,,..~

thep-colloe~sd.

.fr.-.- 't:L

1-

~(..l..~r ~ .

Yet many members of the allottees'

association were the same Indians who had for so long
protested a 10 percent assessment levied when they had
received actual income from the cutting of their timber.
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In sum, it appeared to BIA officials that the Indians'
initiative and skill in creating a cooperative management
enterprise after so many years of rejecting the idea (the
most recent rejection had occurred that same year) was
unfortunately misdirected.
The Lyndon Johnson administration was evidently

to

'5lv.l+ru:.,,,,.

anxious t::-hat the Mit.chell Case and other~ no-e boaome.. a

:black mark ag.ia.t its substantial record of active defense
of civil rights and economic opportunities for minority
groups.

In a special message to Congress in March 1968,

President Johnson _asked for a. "Bill of Right_s,." to give
p1-t1Luft.."" ,.:.. ~ 0"-'.1\., +-,-lt...Jl ~ S'ti...,tw C5 tL l-'f7ifrJ,....,,...J' ~ •/
Indians~ lroice ia state and federal justice.Jappliwi'1 ~
taoi:r; resenr .. tio1u,., called for a specific study of off-

reservation Indian problems, and hoped that the "special
relationship between Indians and ~overnm~nt ~ould grow and
p-rv1:t....1"; ,ie. t....r., u-y, t- 4 ~ ~ ~ m..t
flourish." These eoag~pts/\ were ultimateBtncorporated in
~"- ..(.0-:..

~. 11,

~

,

D)

the Civil Rights Act of 1968{ fl)- sM '1?
A
A
Quinault anger over the removal of the superintendent~

,/ww..T~f...,'-""

Ato Everett, Washington, was offset by their pleasure over
~...-,
~ : J - t;J- e11~t1the way in which the Indian supervi• shared their viewpoint.
/\

There was no change in their criticism of the Portland Area
officials, however.

Although the Interior Department

continued to recognize the tribal council as the only
representative of the Quinaults, the new leadership supported

J~~g.
the dissident allottees.

President .J-±tn Jackson wished that
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the Indians had a Martin Luther King, Jr., kind of leader
(though without what he termed King's "disloyalty to the
country").

t~,8

I~

-fh/,J

Instead,~ October, the council authorized

"

the business committee to appoint a seven member Quinault
Allottees Committee (QAC).

The QAC had no formal
14t,.y

organization, but, in December, the BIA recognized it as
)\

"a medium for the agency to work through" in determining
action to be taken regarding fee patents, gifts, deeds,
negotiated sales, supervise
.

ales, special cutting permits,
~/

.

.

an d road and grave 1 permits.
Assistant ~pper1ntendent
( w£..o h.u.-.... ~ 'Jv.....~ "'"' JJ.i ';.I; I~ ;cJJ
s. A. Lozar met with it on a regular basis and promised
to conside: every suggestion presented. -:A.J.14) VoL -c;1,1..lo ~ - f ~
The Udall task force had also recommended that the
BIA aggressively negotiate with the owners of access roads
in the Queets in order to obtain third party use agreements
that would be as favorable as possible for the Indians.
But the bureau was still abl~ to negotiate only on a
XI,\
t'i.. ~ .. ~ Mt..e,
case-by-case basis. ~ a meeting~with the QAC was called
to discuss that matter, only one owner showed up.

The

discussion was postponed; a second meeting included
representatives of the logging companies as well.

The

operators learned that they had to seek approval from
allotment owners for constructing such roads, even though
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be no sin~1Q pn.roaase of t.ae Queet:s Ufli:e-.
The BIA also promised to apply cutting permits to
multiple ownership situations, recommend elimination of
the administrative fee, and retain private companies to
reseed cut over areas to bring the land up to its maximum
~

growth.

~.

C,c.c..,u,1,~t:;...J,,J e..l ev ...~-tl-

tDJ1,,2- -

o~J,.._

• \
/171/

,a-uper1st0nQeHe Felshaw proposed that the bureau

A

impress the Quinault tribe with the need for establishing
their own forest management enterprise.

It could assist

them in acquiring tracts, obtaining local financing, and
negotiating with the owners of the road system~lthough
some of the plaintiffs viewed these intentions and
initiatives as a response to the suit, they instead
greatly resembled the recommendations formulated by the
BIA in the decade after the Neuberger report.

Similarly,

the tribal program of 1968 to purchase and consolidate
allotment land had been promoted by the bureau long before
that report.
After initiating legal proceedings against the BIA
and expecting no help from Congress via a pending Omnibus
Bill for other economic assistance, the new tribal leadership
also took up an idea that their predecessors had rejected
on several occasions:

the establishment of a forest

products enterprise on the reservation.

(This idea was

clearly in response to the increases in stumpage rates due
to the Japanese export market.)

In March 1969, they sought
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support for an operating procedure based upon a similar
industry on the Blackfeet Reservation in Montana.

Bureau

officials met with Mitchell and representatives of the
Weyerhaeuser Corporation in May.

Portland Area office

economists thought that such an enterprise could be handled
as if it was an allottee entity and given a special cutting
permit.

But nothing much happened afterwards.

As BIA

officials observed, the tribal council's by-laws were much
too sketchy and their specific data on costs were
~ ~ 'D ~ t:;;· /,4
nonexist~t. Al though the tribe won1''1 soo;i;i ba,re o~ff.i.-:.i.iM
Af{.,~t;,, ~ ~ ~ ~ cl
;)_vr,'1d,tt'1.W1

IJ-,,,,:µ

...a-

e11lerpr±se would reqtllPS.

Ultimately historians may conclude that the plaintiffs
in the Mitchell case became the beneficiaries of the kind
of political and economic changes that had affected BIA
policies during the preceeding twenty years.

Just as they

pressed their claims, federal administrators and public
interest advocates were considering alterations in Indian
policy,

and a new Republican administration assumed power

in Washington, D.C ..

President Richard M. Nixon and many

of the men he appointed to places in the Interior Department
had been supporters of the Eisenhower administration's
termination policy.

But instead of reviving that rejected

program, the administration asked Congress for a policy
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of self-determination without termination, Indian
participation in the selection of BIA employees, and
Indian approval of allotment policy0 :R!edefinil"lg the
d.lfiHi Lion or tfilsteestdp, they metoooed permit»s tao IHGi.en

l-e:nd eu;ners to 'iAll. tlwiJ: b.eldiHgs for

~

pr iae b'ilgw tbil-

Of more immediate significance was the fact that, in
the two years between the signing of the Mitchell suit
contract and its approval by the BIA in January 1970, the
market value of Quinault timber doubled because of the
Japanese export market, while similar timber on adjacent
national forest l~ds tnot eligible for export) increased
only half as much'~ Logging companies in the area could
readily afford to meet increases in stumpage rates and
still retain a good profit.

Moreover, they perceived in

the tendency of government Indian policy an opportunity to
deal directly with Quinault timber owners, once the tribe
was granted full economic self-determination.

Similarly

the marked increase in timber payments enabled the Quinaults
to undertake consolidation purchases of reservation lands
for the first time.
In September 1971, Rogers C. B. Morton, the new
secretary of the interior, issued a pledge to uphold
Indian self-determination.

In Portland that same month,

President Nixon announced that he had instructed Morton
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....
to "shake up" the BIA's bureaucracy "and shake it up good,"

"'

so that it would no longer be preoccupied with merely

~

defending the status quo~ Soon after, the bureau's staff
underwent a period of dissension, recrimination, and
reorganization.

Whether or not these administrative pains

appeared to be both effect and cause of Indian militancy,
the president's criticisms were repeated in many letters
of complaint arriving at the Interior Department during
the next three years.

Protests had by then taken on more

dramatic expression and more demanding substance.

(Members

of several tribes occupied Alcatraz Island in San Francisco
Bay, and Washington State's Yakima tribe claimed ownership
of Mt. Adams and the valuable national forest that
surrounded it.l
In

had their

The Q
May 1970,
agreement

Products (formerly

oha) for thirtythe standpoint of
pr• v'o.:t-... ~-rJJ.: ~
;i;.gvim: 0-f

day revisions in
the government, sue

~t-vt. .~

doubtful validity.

federal :1.ii.w' and was

While

a federal arbitration
tative withdrew; before
the question,

.

/.

sistant Secretary of the

Interior_ya:rrison Loesch approved o
/

basis.'6f market conditions.

the revisions on the

Rayonier, theretofore anxious

1
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The quinaults had their day in the sun as well.

In i•!ay

1970, Indian

representatives negotiated with the £vans Products Company (which had absorbed
the Aloha Company and its unit contract).

As part of thetr agreement, the

1967 suit against the govermrent was ended and both sides promised to rely
.J

upon an arbitration board for prompt settlement of futurex differences within
ajhirty-day period.

In July 1971, after three years of increases, market

conditions prompted the company to revise stumpage rates downward.

The arbitration

board's judgbtent upholding the change was duly accepted by the BIA and
Assistant Secretary of the Interior Harrison Loesch.

\.Jhen the rates went

into effect, the Quinault leaders refused to honor their agreement with ivans.
1{epeating the charge that the contract hi,lders, with BIA conivance, were
damaging lliie ti:ml01lx tribal lands by their logging operations, the Quinault
leaders voted to close access to the timber.
a bridge with three vehicles.

On September 11, they blocked

Rayonier quickly capitulated by agreeing to

pay stumpage rates in effect before the arbitration board's decision.

But

the fact the the BIA permitted the company to do so seemed to confirm the old
charge that the goverment was "hand-in-glove" with the loggers.

.t\ews of the

incident provoked media comIOOnt and nationwide sympathy for the Indians and
doubtless engendered further er it ic ism wi t~~~the Department of the Interior.
The bureau did not, however, defend the contractors against the closure of the
access roads.

.Evans subsequently obtained an injunction to

work on the TaPz~ unit.
confrontation.~

ltJDSmllll

resume

By 1972, an increase in stumpage rates ended the
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'\
to cultivate

parties concerned, now sought an

received BIA

ission to pay rates prior to

\1,o

(A~~

e revisions.

I\

The action seemed

confirm not only the ol

charge of

"hand-in-glove" rela ions between the comp nies and the

ecJw

of misconduct i

BIA, butJ\the

the BIA's

hierarchy.
of st mpage rates renewed

Once again,

Quinault.

hostilities among
consecutive years of marked

After three

reases, in the summer of
t decrease in the prices

1971, the BIA approved of
paid for allottees' ti

Accu ing Rayonier apd Evans

of not acting in

the le ders of the Quinaul t
A
of damaging their

Cl.4do~

lands.

After

the tribal leaders
roads and

voted to clos
a bridge

tJ..l,,tb.Lo

three vehicles.

Soon

blocked
Rayonier agreed

to higher stumpage rates, but Evans

an injunction

against the allottees' pressures.
offic rs joined the fray by suspending Evans
two sites because of improper pr ctices.
that action was immediately rescinded.
however, defend the contractors against

bureau
e

-#-

Indians' closure.

In retrospect, the Mitchell Case and its repercussions
were a concatenation of all the conditions that had
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developed since the end of World War II.

The sudden good

health of the lumber industry had, ironically, been even
more disruptive to sustained-yield management than its
earlier ill health.

As a result, the BIA could think of

itself as the sole preserver of the tradition of federal
trusteeship against the erosive forces of economic
opportunism and political change.

Those forces established

fertile ground for the growth of Indian activism and
l ~ •h,v t-A·
of
enhanced the Hkel±hood of suosess ~ the plaintiffs in
-the Mitchell Case.

TRrQ X:'iilcox:d of a.l.lo:tt.ee iiA'1iffereoce to

impatience with and ultimate attempts to withdraw from
sustained-yield forest management was certain

But in the

new climate of opinion, any suggestion that the Indians
were their own worst enemy would be rejected as an
expression of the new heresy:

racism.

The records of the oIA's defense of Quinault interests as paramount was
certain.

Indeed, in view of the sequence of economic and political changes,

that record was on of consitancy and constancy.

In the sarre historical

record, moreover, the persitance of allottee infiifference to and
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Hobbs to Dale M. Baldwin, March 20, 1969 (H-299); Attachments to
H-299, Agreement of March 29, 1968 (H-300); Amendment No. 1 to
Agreement of March 29, 1968 (H-301); John F. Gordon to G. M.
Felshaw, April 1, 1968 (H-302); Hobbs to Mitchell, January 9,
1970 (H-303); Mitchell to Allottees, January 19, 1970 (H-304);
William J. Benham to Associate Solicitor, Indian Affairs,
February 9, 1970 (H-305); Hobbs to Felshaw, July 6, 1970 (H-3o~).
The origin and development of the Mitchell case are documented in
Quinault Allottees Association Folder, 68-3-29 File, Portland
Office, and Committee to Represent Quinault Allottees #1 and #2,
060 File, Hoquiam.
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J

59.

Kenneth Hadley to Tribal Operations Officer, March 27, 1969

(as drafted by Victor Meeker), Quinault Allottees Association
Folder, 68-3-29 File, Portland Office (H-298).

v 60.

Lyndon B. Johnson, Special Message to the Congress on the

Problems of the American Indian . . . March 6, 1968, Public Papers
of the President (Washington, D.C: GPO, 1970), pp. 342-344 (H-307).

v 61.

"Preliminary Statement by James Jackson on the Report of the

Quinault Tribal Council to Commissioner of Indian Affairs Bennett,"
ca. October 1966, pp. 4, 5, 13, 23 (H-308); Hannah Bowechop to
CBIA Robert L. Bennett, August 22, 1966, Indian Affairs-Quinault
Folder, Box 35, Hansen Papers (H-309); Felshaw to Dale M. Baldwin,
Portland Area Director, December 10, 1968, Quinault Allottees

,1

Association Folder, 68-3-29 File, Portland Area Office (H-310).
Pv

62.

J63.

Felshaw to Baldwin, December 10, 1968 (H-310).
John Gordon, Assistant Superintendent, to the files, September

4, 1968 (H-311); S. A. Lazar to Vincent W. Bousquet, Weyerhaeuser
Company, May 13, 1969 (H-312); John Galbraith to Felshaw (and
Meeker comment), April 21, 1969 (H-313), Quinault Enterprise,
73-2-21 File, Portland Area Office.
/64.

Richard M. Nixon, Special Message to the Congress on Indian

Affairs, July 8, 1970, Public Papers of the President (Washington,
D.C: GPO, 1974), pp. 564-576 (H-314).

In addition, the president

gained Indian approval by calling for the establishment of the
post of Assistant Secretary of the Interior specifically for
Indian Affairs.
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J65.

Victor Meeker, "Average Stumpage Rates Paid in Crane Creek

and Taholah Units (Combined), 1950-1971," compilation in Mr.
Meeker's Files, Portland Area Office (H-196).

j

66.

Richard M. Nixon, "Remarks at a question and answer session

for Northwest editors, publishers, and broadcaster executives • • • "
September 25, 1971, Public Papers, p. 990 (H-315).
67.

Helen Mitchell to Joe Jackson, October 3, 1971, File 4,

Taholah Logging Unit, Portland Area Office (H-316).

The responses

by the BIA and the companies to closure are also in this file.

It

should be noted that a Seattle television crew was notified in
time to film the blocking of the bridge and access roads, a
reflection of the careful planning that was given to the demonstration.
The ensuing publicity provoked expressions of outrage and sympathy
by concerned citizens as far away as New Jersey.
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informed President Nixon: "For decades our timber resources have
been decimated by unregulated logging that has left the land
defoliated as badly as some parts of North Vietnam and impossible
for us to reforest.

This devastation of the timber lands has in

turn affected our fishing resources adversely • • • we are rapidly
moving deeper into an impoverished condition because of BIA
responsibility."

Mitchell to Nixon, October 3, 1971, Environmental

Public Inquiries and Replies, 71-9-14 File, Portland Area Office
(H-317).
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Robert Wolf to Neuberger, September 7, 1957 (H-1JC), and~W. H. Coburn and

A. Perlman, subcommittee counselors, October 30, 1956 (H-::1), Quinault Reservation
folder, Box 26, Neuberger Papers.
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Neuberger to Chilson, May 6, 1957, Quinault Timber folder, Box 13, Neuberger
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Perry Skarra to Area Director, October 9, 1957, Committee to Represent Quinault

Allot tees, General Information #1, 060 File, Forest Branch Records, Hoquiam
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Paul Petit to Charles Ringey, ca. January 14, 1958, Committee to Represent

Quinault Allottees, General Information #1, 060 File, Hoquiarr
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J. L. Diddock to Dan Foster, Area Director, February 17, 1958, Committee to

Represent Quinault Allottees, General Information #1, 060 File, Hoquiam
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To add to the confusion, the Tribal Council declared the interim committee to

be in conflict with the standing business committee and not a spokesman for the
majority of allottees whose land was already patented or logged:

Quinault Tribal

Council Resolution, March 29, 1958, Forestry General Supervision folder, Box 35535,
FRC 11 ,EH-;)'i ~~.

While such internicene rivalry is a common organizational phenomenon,

the Quinaults may have known how the influence of timberland owners on the Klamath
Reservation in Oregon had risen as the Klamath Tribal Council's authority had declined.
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W. Ringey to Resource Development Association, April 4, 1958, Forestry
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James Murray to Claude Wain, June 27, 1958 (H-~J(), Quinault Reservation Folder,
Box 28, Neuberger Papers.
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In July 1962, the Quinault superintendent's newsletter asked 1200 allottees

for comments on the idea of forming a new committee to insure their interests.
Only twelve of them replied, of whom eight offered to support such an organization;
.. November 8, 1962, Quinault Newsletter, Forestry 060
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"Special Report, Fisheries Management Program," September 28, 1966, pp.
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(H- J.ff7 ); Perry Skarra to CBIA, November 22, 1968, Special

Task Force Report, 68-9-19 File, Portland Area Office
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A. W, Galbraith (economic branch officer) to Superintendent, Western

Washington Agency, June 11, 1971, with accompanying comments by Greg Stevens,
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Paul H. Petit, Sr., to Thor Tollefson, July 6, 1959, Box 74, Tollefson Papers,

University of Washington

(H-2-1'5"").

Petit 1 s remark may be balanced by his

later attempt to be appointed to be a special U.S. Marshall for Indian Affairs.
~
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Biographical information on Mitchell is in Quinault Allottees Association

folder, 68-3-29 file, Portland Area Office.

The attitude of allottees of her

generation reflect the manner in which the new leadership among the Quinaults
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viewed facts and circumstances with cynicsm.

For example, in 1967 the Raft River

fire occurred--the largest fire on the reservation in nearly twenty-five years.
Instead of being pleased with the BIA s efforts to save and salvage the timber
1

in the area, some allottees complained of the way in which the disaster exacerbated
the pollution of fishing streams.

Similarly, while foresters observed the

successful growth of Douglas-fir planted in 1961 and 1962 in the Raft River
area, younger Quinaults called for congressional appropriation of $200,000 for
thinning the timber, clearing stream beds, and constructing roads on the
reservation.
5~~The origin and development of the Mitchell case are documented in Quinault
l•~;---;,lottees Association folder, 68-3-29 file, Portland Office,

~ :zls. and

Committee to Represent Quinault Allottees #1 and #2, 060 file, Hoquiam. 8UZ•!:::::l:L~
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Kenneth Hadley to Tribal Operations Officer, March 27, 1969 (as drafted by

Victor Meeker), Quinault Allottees Association folder, 68-3-29 file, Portland
Office
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Lyndon B. Johnson, Special Message to the Congress on the Problems of the

American Indian .
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1968, Public Papers of the President (Washington,
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Prel iminary Statement on the Report of the Quinault Tribal
A

Council to Commissioner of Indian Affairs Bennett, 11 ca. October 1966, pp. 4,
5, 13, 23

(H- 3v-o ) ; Hannah Bowechop to CBIA Robert L. Bennett, August 22, 1966,

1ndian Affairs-Quinault folder, Box 35, Hansen Papers

(H-.:h0 ); Felshaw to Dale

M. Baldwin, Portland Area Director, December 10, 1968, Quinault Allottees
Association folder, 68-3-29 file, Portland Area Office

¥,

(H- 31~ ).

~~~ Felshaw to Baldwin, December 10, 1968 (H-3tD ).

,.3%- John Gordon, Assistant Superintendent, to the files, September
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); S. A. Lazar to Weyerf'laeuser Company, May 13, 1969. (H-3Q. ); John
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Galbraith to Felshaw (and Meeker comment), April 21, 1969 Quinault Enterprise,
/\

73-2-21 file, Portland Area Office.
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Ifie American Indian

and

the Bureau of Ir,d4--an

1-N-1--tt-1-Ro,-.,...A-..£.t-lHly--W.:ith Recommendatfons, 11 1969, copy 111·s-pec1al Report foider,-

r,*f/l. Richard M. Nixon, Special Message to the Congress on Indian Affairs, July 8,
1970, Public Papers of the President (Washington, D.C: GPO, 1974), pp. 564-576
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In addition, the president gained Indian approval by calling for the

establishment of the post of Assistant Secretary of the Interior specifically
for Indian Affairs.

bS ~- Victor Meeker, "Average Stumpage Rates Paid in Crane Creek and Tahol ah
Units (combined), 1950-1971, 11 compilation in Mr. Meeker's files, Portland Area
Office

(H- ;c;fv).

c, l, ,_M. Richard M. Nixon, Remar~.L~t a question and answer session for Northwest
11

editors, publishers, and \broadcaster·
executives.
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Public Papers, p. 990
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September 25, 1971,
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Helen Mitchell to Joe Jackson, October 3, 1971, fHe 4, Taholah Logging

Unit, Portland Area Office

(H- 3t~ ).

to closure are also in this file.

The responses by the BIA and the companies

It should be noted that a Seattle television

crew was notified in time to film the blocking of the bridge and access roads, a
reflection of the careful planning that was given to the demonstration.

The

ensuing publicity provoked expressions of outrage and sympathy by concerned
citizens as far away as New Jersey.
It is interesting to note that .:,;itchell (with total inaccuracy) informed
President r,ixon: "For decades our timber resources have been decimated by unregulated
logging that has letlt the land defoliated as badly as s0100 parts of ;\orth Vietnam
and impossible for us to reforest. This devastation of the timber lands has in
curn affected our fishing resources adversely • • • • we are repidly moving deeper
into an irnpoverdshed condition because of BIA responsibility." l•Jitchell to Nixon,
October 3, 1971, L:nvironrrental Public Inquiries and Replies, 71-9-14 file, Portland
Area Office. ( 14- - 311)
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George P. LaVatta to Commissioner (CBIA), May 19, 1945 (H-]89).
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Affairs, RG 75, Federal Records Center, Seattle (hereinafter
cited FRC).
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George P. LaVatta to CBIA, May 28, 1945, 004 File, Box 32,
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Stumpage rates used in this chapter are ~aken from the reports

of timber safes on the Crane Creek and Taholah Units, compiled
annually by the Forester's Office, located in the Unit Files at
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FRC and the Portland Area Office.
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To add to the confusion, the Tribal Council declared the

interim committee to be in conflict with the standing business
committee and not a spokesman for the majority of allottees whose
land was already patented or logged.

Quinault Tribal Council

Resolution, March 29, 1958, Forestry General Supervision Folder,
Box 35535, FRC (H-247).

While such inte~cine rivalry is a common
A

organizational phenomenon, the Quinaults may have known how the
influence of timberland owners on the Klamath Reservation in
Oregon had risen as the Klamath Tribal Council's authority had
declined.

3.

WESTERN WASHINGTON RESERVATIONS
Population and Education

There are 37 bands, tribes, or groups of Indians living in
western Washington.

Their properties consist of 18 reservations

under the jurisdiction of the Bureau of Indian Affairs Western Washington Agency.

' organized and rolls
Because the t~ibes are very loosely

are not kept up to date, no population b~eakdowns are u~ailabte.
As of June 30, 1952, the Indian agency records show 7,184 Indians
on the tribal rolls; of these, the Bureau assumed responsibility for
5,132.

It was estimated at that time that an additional 3,000 Indians

were not on the agency rolls.

The nu~ber of Indians on each reserva-

tion roll in 1952 is shown in Table 10.
Current estimates by the Bureau place the total number between
11,000 and 13,000.

The number of Indians who could not speak English in 1952 was
estimated to be 47; the number of adults who could not read or write
was 82.

Currently these numbers are estimated to be somewhat lower

because virtually all Indian children attend school, and a few of
the older Indians have died.

Economic Resources
The following information is presented as a background for the
resource data on the Lummi, Muckleshoot, and Quinault Reservations.
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Table 10
INDIAN POPULATION IN WESTERN WASHINGTON, BY RESERVATION
June 30, 1952

No. Persons

No. Living

Persons on
Reservation
Chehalis
-·
Hoh
Elwha
Lummi
Makah
Muckle shoot
Nisqually
Ozette
Port Gamble
Port Madison
Public Domain
Puyallup
Quileute
Quinault.!.1
Shoal water
Skokomish
Squaxin. Island
Swinomish
Tulalip
Total

Tribal Roll

50
10
85
830
544

290
62
0

130
180
490

925
281
1,928
0
237
29
348
765

1,1s4Y

for Whom
Bureau Assumes Some
Responsibility
50
10
85
720
538
170
23

0
125

No. Who
Cannot
Speak
English

No. of
Adults Whoi
Cannot Read
and Write

15

0

4

7

12
551

2
u
5

2
0
5

2,10

3

3

198

6
v

6

0
0

0
0
0

No. of

Full
Bloods

25
0
(i

180

68

0

475
925
231

109
450
10
850

0
15

370
lJ

J

10

0

0

15
5
10
0
5
0

4

V

96
4

100
15

0

340
725

2[·8

2

12

384

4

15

5,132

3,297

47

82

0

1/ 2,145 allotments--Quinault and other tribes.
2/ This figure does not include approximately 3,uoo Indians not carried on
agency rolls. Current estimates by the Bureau place the total number
between 11,0UO and 13,000.
Source:

Bureau of Indian Affairs, Western Washington Agency.
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Some of the information could not be obtained for individual tribes
but only in summary form for the jurisdiction of the agency.

Per Capita Payments
No per capita payments are made to any of the members of the·
western Washington tribes,

Public and General Assistance
A total of 834 adult Indians and 286 children received assistance in the summer of 1955.

Table 11 shows the number receiving

assistance in each county and the proportional increase during the
winter months,

Status of lndividu~l Indian Money Accounts
In the western Washington area, Indians are relatively well
assimilated into community life,

Less than 20 percent have In-

dividual Indian Money accounts; generally speaking, these accounts
are used for disbursements of money derived from the sale of timber and property, which is administered by the Indian Agency.
Disbursements by the agency for the period from June to December
1955 totaled $1,329,102.37,

Breakdowns by tribe are not available;
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Table 11

J

NUMBER OF INDIANS IN WESTERN WASHINGTON.
RECEIVING ASSISTANCE DURING 1955
.

----···- ---~
{Assistance Includes All Types of Public and General Assistance)

County
Clallam
Clark
Cowlitz
Grays Harbor
Island
Jefferson
King {est.)
Kitsap
Lewis
Mason
Pacific
Pierce
Skagit
Snohomish
Thurston
Wahkiakum
Whatcom - San Juan
Total

Summer
Case Load
Child
Adults Welfare
183

34

Percent Increase Due
during Winter Months
Child
Welfare
Adults
20

6

5

n.a.

13

l

n.a.

·,~

3

5

n.a.

1
8

5

20

10

5
53

15
30
n.a.

148
8

27
23
108
35
37
20

25
l/
n.a,_
n.a.
5

n.a.
n.a.
15

n.a.

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

17
1

n.a.

43

15

10

11

20
25
40

n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

38
22
11

139

31

834

286

n.a.

(3-4 cases}
50

10
22

1/ Data not available for all counties.
Source:

Bureau of Indian Affairs, Western WashJngton Agency.
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however, summary information is shown in Table 12.

The total number

of accounts as of March 20, 195G was 1,941.
A very large percent of the allotments in western Washington

is timber land.

There is a very good market for timber, and sales

are expected to provide large sums of money for a number of
individuals.

Table 12

SUMMA.RY OF INDIVIDUAL INDIAN MONEY ACCOUNTS
FOR ALL RESERVATIONS WITHIN JURISDICTION OF WESTERN WASHINGTON AGENCY

Date

Number of Accounts
Over $5,000

June 30, 1955
August 31, 1955
December 31, 1955

32
45
33

Total Balance-All Accounts
$

611,528.42
1/
1,264,308.00::
715,916.28

Land Resources
The amount of land on the 18 reservations in the western Washington area is shown in Table 13.

The quinault Reservation repre-

sents over 60 percent of the total lands.
In general, land in the western Washington region is forested, and : income · is · •der1~ed

1/

principally

from · the ,·sale

of

Increase due to second advance timber payment on the Crane Creek
Logging Unit contract with Rayonier, Inc.
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Table 13
LANDS UNDER JURISDICTION OF. WESTERN WP.SHil~GTON .-\GENCY
December 31, 1955

Reservation

....:i

c~

Chehalis
Hoh
1/
ElwhaLummi
Makah
Muckleshoot
Ni squally
Ozette
1/
Port GamblePort Madison
Public Domain
Puyallup
Quileute
~uinault
Shoal water
Skokomish
Squaxin Island
Swinomish~/
Tulali~/
Grand Totals

Gross Area
of
Reservations
(acres)

Alienated
Lands in
Reservation
(acres)

4,225
443
372
12,442
27,079
3,440
1,364
719

2,209

--

--

2,399
4
1,009
253

--

--

1,301
7,284

3,161

8,592
i7,900

17,867

595

189,621
335
4,987

--

-15,574

Gross Area
Indian Land
(acres)
2,016
443
372
10,043
27,075
2,431
1,111
719
l ,3ul
4,123
8,592

33
535

1,496

229

7,155
22,490

1,533
4,722

174,047
J35
3,016
1,267
5,622
17,763

50,931

260,9J9

311,840

-

1,971

-

Trust and Restricted Allotments
and Homesteads
No. Tracts
Acres
52

--

--

109
273
33
11

-

--

34
101

--

2,145

--

1,995

--

--

10,029
2,637

2,087
1,109

--

-

4,082

8,592

---

169,960

--

37
20
55
137

15,100

3,007

225,236

1/ Clallam Tribe.
2/ Under Wheeler Howard-organized as communities, not as tribes.
share in income from tribal assets.
3/ Valuable tidelands.

2,997
1,265
5,375

Tribal
Lands
(acres)
1
443
372
12
24,012

Reserves for
Govt~ Use
Tribal
Govt.
Owned
Owned
(acres) (acres)
20

--

2

426

344

719

2

1,301
5

36

--

33

593
3,675
335

2
379

---

157.Y
2,635.Y
34,604

33

H)

90

2

25
1,032

37

Causes nonresidents to be·excluded from

tiraber (see Table 14).

Several of the reservations are located on

tidelands, the leasing of which provides a valuable source of income.

Table 14
LAND ON THE lG P..ES:CRVATIONS UNDER JUitISDICTIDN
OP WESTERN WASHINGTON AGENCY, BY TY?E AND O\'llIT:USIIIP

December 31, 1955
(Acres)

Grand total
Grazing
Forest
Nonirrigated farming
Barren or waste
Other
Source:
1955.

Total;
Land

Tribal
Land

Allotted
Land

Govern~ent
Land

311,340
GGO

35,G3G
GGO

225,23G

37

250,706
C,009

33,484

217,220

2

453

540
51,925

38

7,55$
4GO

959

Alienated
Land
50,9311/
n.a.n.a.
n. a.
n.a.
50 , 931Y

35

Bureau of Indian Affairs,· Y.'estern ,·:a~hington Agency, Land Report,

Land sales in western v:ashington during the calendar year 1955
totaled 11,198.63 acres.

These sales provided an income of !;>214,369.77,

which was divided amonr; 154 owners on 8 reservations.
Estimates of future land sales by the Western Washington Agency
are as follows:
1.

First six months of the calendar year 195G:

800

acres, income of 0300,000 to be divided among 200
owners.

1/ n.a. means not available.
2/ Alienated land includes land used for grazing, nonirrigatcd
farming, and forestry. Proportions are not available.
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2.

Twelve months in 195G:

2,100 acres, income of $700,000

to be divided among 450 owners.
3.

1953 and first half of 1957:

4,100 acres, income of

$1,335,300 to be divided among 900 o,mers.
4.

1956 and 1957:

6,100 acres, income of $2,030,000 to

be divided among·l,350 owners.

Development Potential of Economic Resources
Allotted land accounts for over 70 percent of Indian properties
in western Washington; of the allotted land, over 95 percent is forested.

The cutting of timber on these lands is being administered

under an adequate sustained-yield program.

Problems of Development
The problems relating to the development of these land resources relate primarily to ownership status under heirship.

The

usual problems associated with multiple ownership under heirship
status are complicated by (1) the geographical separation of the
reservations, (2) the large number of tribes, and (3) the large
proportion of members of certain tribes who reside off the reservations.

In the case of the Quinault Reservation, ownership of allot-

ments by members of several other tribes is a complicating factor.
Many tribes are loosely organized.

In some cases the Tribal

Council represents only the resident part of the tribe,

so

These

factors make it difficult to deal with some tribal groups in matters
pertaining to tribzs as a whole.
Problems of employment center principally around Indian attitudes and education.

While there is no reported general opposition

of employers to hiring Indians, the Indians themselves feel that they
are not acceptable, and for this reason do not seek employment as
aggressively as non-Indians,

Where there is discrimination, it is

usually based on poor work habits of the individual involved.

It is

reported by the Indian agency that there are many instances where
Indians could find jobs if they looked for them,

A large proportion

of the l;1dians are poorly qualified for jobs other than as laborers.
On

the matter of education, Indian parents generally are aware

of the need,

However, when children reach the age where they are

no longer legally required to attend school, parents take the attitude that the children are old enough to make their own decisions.
At that point, Indian children see their future only as a member of
the family on the reservation.

Having no incentive to continue their

education beyond the eighth grade, they generally drop out of school.

.
a.

LUMMI RESERVATION

Population and Education
The Lummi trioal roll in 1953 included 834 members.

Of these,

all but 50 were permanent residents of the reservation during the
first half of 1953.

No records of births and deaths have been kept,

and no current information on population is available.

It is esti-

mated that 250 families live on the reservation at present.
A very small number of the tribe have completed high school;
however, the majority have completed the eighth grade.

At present

approximately 200 children are enrolled in school, of which 118 are
in elementary school.

At present, virtually all tribal members are

understood to be able to read, write, and speak English.
shows the number limited to 5 in 1952.
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Table 10

Economic Resources
Individual and Family Income
Earned.Income
Indians in this area occupy positions in the community similar
to non-Indian members; but witnout surveying the entire Indian population, it was not possible; to assemble a complete picture of their
economic status.

The following information was obtained from the

western Washington Agency at Everett and from the Washington Employment Service at Bellingham.
Enterprises.

Six or seven Indians own purse-seine boats and

employ all-Indian crews of from six to eight each during the fishing
season in July and August of each year.

Five families derive the

major portion of their income from farming 211 acres, and had a combined income oi $6,552 in 1955.
Employment.

Virtually all employment is seasonal in nature; tte

majority of Lummi Indians are employed during July, August, and SePtembe.r in harvesting strawberries, raspberries, green beans, and potatoes.

In addition to the fishing crews working on Indian-owned boats

a number are employed seasonally on some 50 non-Indian-owned boats.
A few are employed in the logging camps at some distance from Bellingham from June to November.
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Unearned Income
Land Leases.

A total of 3,289 acres of alloted farm land is

leased to non-Indians.

The crop value of this land in 1955 was

$211,783.

Public and General Assistance.

The following are the number of

Lummi Indian cases and individuals receiving public and general assistance at the time of the survey in \'lhatcom County.
Public Assistance

Families

Old-age assistance
Aid to the blind
Aid to dependent children
Aid to permanently and
totally disabled

24
1

27
1

28

109

2

2

55

139

33
35

61
194

68

255

Total

Persons

General Assistance
~nemployable
Employable
Total
Land Resources
As shown in Table 15, practically all the land on the Lummi
Reservation is allotted, and is about equally divided between nonirrigated farm land and forest.

There is no irrigated farm land.

Practically all the farm land is used by non-Indians (see
Table 16).
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Land transactions during the calendar year 1955 included three
s~les to non-Indians totaling 145.29 acres.
Table 15

LAND ON THE LUMMI RESERVATION UNDER THE JURISDICTION OF
THE WESTERN WASHINGTON AGENCY, BY TYPE AND OWNERSHIP
December ·:. 31, H)55
(Acres)
Total· Tribal
Land
Land
Grand Total
Grazing
Forest
Non irrigated farming
Other

Source:

12,442
1,599
4,853

5,97(3
14

Allotted
Land

12

10,029

Government
Land
2

Alienated
Land
2,399
1,599

4,853
800

5,175

12

2

Bureau of Indian Affairs, Western i'lashington A:;;ency, Land Report, :

1855.

Table 16

INDIAN AND NON-INDIAN USE OF LAND ON THE
LUMM! RESERVATION, BY OWNERSHIP
December 31, 1955
(Acres)

Total land
Indian use
Non-Indian use
Not used

Source:

Total
Land

Tribal
Land!/

Allotted
Land

12,442
211
7,366

12

10,029
211
4,965
4,853

4,853..1/

12

Government
Land

Alienated
Land

2

2,399

2

2,399

Estimates based on data from Bureau of Indian Affairs western
Washington Agency.

,!_/··' :T,r.itral- ·1--and is occupied by a cemetery and an Indian village; as such,
it is not classified as used by either individual Indians or non-Indians.
2/ Includes forest lands.
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Tribal Income and Expenditures
Tribal income is derived from lease of log booming grounds and
from oyster beds and sand-and-gravel pits on tribal land.

The annual

tribal budget totals $4,000 to $5,000, none of which is used for health
or welfare.

Class A funds on deposit with the United States Treasury

total $2,506.

Employment and Educational Qpportunities and Problems
Employment opportunities for the Lumrai Indians in the Whatcom
County area are limited by two factors:

(1) the total demand for

labor is affected by seasonality, with the result that unemployment
for the county ranges from 2 percent for June to lG percent for January
and February; (2) of the available jobs, 84 percent require skill and
only 3 percent require no training.

The Lummi Indians lack both edu-

cation and vocational training for the majority of the skilled jobs.
There are very few job opportunities on the reservation, and the India~s
must compete with non-Indians for off-reservation jobs.
Indian children attend public schools; two elementary schools are
available, one at Ferndale and one on the reservation.

Almost 90 per-

cent attend the Lummi school, which--while it is a public school--has
no non-Indians in attendance.

After the children complete the sixth

grade at Lummi (and practically all of them do), they transfer to the
Ferndale junior high school, where all'but ore out of eight drops out of school
after a short period.
each year.

Only one or two children complete high school

It is the opinion of local educators that integration with
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non-Indians should be initiated in the first grade rather than delaying it until the seventh grade.
There are no vocational schools available at present.

A new

school is under construction at Bellingham to serve the vocational
training needs of Whatcom, Skagit, and the northern half of Island
County.

It has a potential capacity of 845 students and will be

operating with a full curric~lum in about three years.
Because of the anticipated demand, admi~sicn requisites-for
the vocational school include (1) successful completion of an aptitude test, (2) the applicant must be at least sixteen years old, and
(3) demonstration is to be made that an applicant's educational background is such that he will benefit from the training.
be accepted on the same basis as non-Indians.

Indians will

Population, Income, and Education
In 1953 there were an estimated 29G Muckleshoot Indians eligible
for enrollment.

At that time there were 230 residing in the vicinity

of the reservation; 105 were registered to vote in county and state
elections.

The roll has not been brought up to date since 1942; sub-

sequent records are incomplete, and no records of births and deaths
95

are :~ept by the tribe.

It is estimated that there are between 50 and

60 families on the reservation.
There is no significant migration for permanent residence away
from the area.
There are no census data on family income.
All Indians are reported to· be able to speak English.
Indian has completed the fou}th grade.
the eighth grade.

The average

Very few go to school beyond

The majority ca~ read and write

a little commen-

surate with their education.

Economic Resources
Individual and Family Income
Earned Income
Enterprises.

Between 30 and 32 families raise livestock; all but

three of these are small operators.

Income

derived from this occupa··

tion is insufficient to provide a living.
Employment.

Ten persons are employed full time.

The range of

jobs includes unskilled labor in industrial plants, logging, and
typical "small-town" jobs.
During the peak of the employment season, about 100 men, women,
and children worl~ in seasonal agricultural jobs such as berry and
bean harvesting.
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Fifteen ~ersons are drawing unemployment comJensation:

Sare

Korean veterans with no work history, 2 are women with worl;;. ex~>erience, and 7 are loggers.

Unearned Income
Per Capita Payments.

None

Land i\iineral Leases.

One Indian receives ~125 per year lease

income from the Auburn Academy; three share

a $450 per year lease to

the local airport; five others share a $172 9er year lease to the
same airport.

There are no other leases.

?ublic and General Assistance.

Of 151 families receiving assist-

ance in Auburn, 29 are Indian families.

Families

Public Assistance
Old-age assistance
Aid to dependent children
Aid to blind
Aid to permanently and
totally disabled

7

Total
General Assistance

8

7

30

None

None

None

None

14

38

Families

Employables
Unemployables

Persons

10

Persons
74

5

lo

Total

The Community Chest provides food vouchers for about 90 persons.
Nearly ail families receive food baskets from charitable sources during the Christmas season.
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Land Resources
Types and ownership of lands on the il'iuckleshoot Reservation
ap;_,ear in Table 17.

Indian and non-Indian use o:i: land is shown in

Table 18.
There have been no land transactions during thst last few years.
The 344 acres deeded to the tribe by individual allottees a number
of years ago are considered by the tribe to be in individual ownership status; attempts are being made to have the land returned to
the allottees by Congressional action.

Table 17
LAND ON THE MUCKLESHQCT RESERVATION UN:JER JURISDICTION OF

THE WESTERN WASHINGTON AGENCY, BY TY.i.~E ftlfil CWNERSHIP
December 31, 1955

(Acres)

Grand total
Open grazing
Forest
Nonirrigated farming
Other

Total

Tribal

Allotted

Government

3,440
150
1,860
370
1,060

344
23
2a1

2,087
127

None

9

1,599
361

51

Alienated
1,009~:/

n.a.i/ ·
n.a.
n.a.
1,009

1/ Proportions of alienated land not known.

£1/ n-:a-..
Source:

tie~ns· l'le1t·, a=-h.h."!L'O~'e.

,•

Bureau of Indian Affairs Land Report, 1955.
by Western \'lashington Agency personnel.

S3

Interpreted

Table 13

INDIAN A.Nu NON-INDIAN USE OF LAND ON
THE I.iUCKLESHOOT RESERVATION I BY ormERSHIP
December 31, 1955

(P.cres)
Total
--Total land
Indian use
Non-Indian use
Not used

Source:

3,440
150
1,095
2,195y

Tribal

Allotted

344

Government

2,087
127
26
1,934

23
60
261

Alienated
1,009
1,009

Estimates based on Bureau of Indian Affairs Western Washington Agency data.

Tribal Income and Expenditures
There are no tribal enterprises or busiaess organizations oper~·
ated by tile tribe.

There is no income from leases.

The only source

of income is understood to be assessment of individual tribal members.
The tribal organization is informal; the tribe has been persuaaef.
to remain organized in order to dispose of the 344

acres of tribal

land.
The annual tribal budget is under $1,000; there are no health
or welfare funds.
No tribal money is on deposit with the United States Treasury.

Employment and Educational Gp~ortunities and Problems
In general, the problem of Indian employment is not one of avail~bility, but rather of attitude and training.
1/

I1in.y include some unused alienated 1 and.
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Indians, because of their

laci of education and limited ability to read and write, are not
qualified for any but the relativel.y unsl~illed jobs.

They are gen-

erally unwilling to worl.;;, show little responsibility, n~1d apparently
prefer to subsist on welfare.

They are reported to be generally

a)athetic.
Educational and vocationai training opportunities are present
but are not used.

Th~re is no program to promote Indian employment.

The local employment agency is reluctant to recommend Indians
for jobs other than common labor for fear that employers will discontinue use of the service.

c.

QUINAULT RESERVATieN

Population and Education
In 1952, a total of 1,928 Quinault Indians were on the tribal

At

roll, the majority of whora lived off the reservation.

present

it is estimated that about 350 Indians live on the reservation--about
90 families.

In addition to Quinault Indians, there are members of

at least eight other tribes who have allotted lands on the Quinault
Reservation but who reside e~sewhere.
There is no significant migration for settlement.
The level of education averages about the fourth or fifth grade.
All can speak English, and all but five or six can read and write to
a degree commensurate with their education.
At present there are 65 children in the first grade.
children are currently completing the eighth grade.
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i,Iost

However, they

generally drop out of school during the second year in high school.
In 1955 only five completed high school.

Economic Resources
Individual and Family Income
Earned Income
Enterprises.

There is one.Indian logger and lumber operator who

employs principally Indian labor.

No other individual enterprises

were found by the research team.
Employment.

Twenty-nine families are engaged in year-round

employment; the breakdown is as follows:
Families
Sch..:,ol district
Gov-:.rnment
Logt;ing
Lumner mills
Fishing industries

3

G

10
5

In addition, there are about 100 men who engage in seasona:

clam

digging and fishing.
There is no means of reddl)y estimating the income from employmen~.

Unearned Income
Per Capita Payments.

___

Land
•~-

There are no per capita payments.

and ..,....
f,iinera.l
Leases.
.. ___ ------·

The .;uinaul t neservation is the only

one of the western r/ashington reservations on which there are oil and
gas leases.

The total income from these leases was $G,042.45 in 1955.
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It was divided among 75 persons living on and off the reservation.
Individual amounts received ranged from 023 to 0120.
Sand and gravel leases provided an income of 07,442 for lG persons in 1954 and $3,491 for 23 persons in 1955.
lease was for $4,235; a second was for $1,000.

In each year one
The balance averaged

0150 in 1955.
Timber Sales.

Total value of timber sales on the Quinault

Reservation in 1953 was $800,664; in 1954 $771,966; and in 1955,
$1,415,595.

The number of persons residing on the reservation who

participated in the proceeds from these sales was G6 ~n 1955; their
share was $546,400.

Distribution to individuals was as follows:
Number of
Persons

1955 Timber Sales
Proceeds

O·
...,;J

J

590

!p.:j..;000
$8,000
$10,000

to <°',;J 500
to $1,000
to "',;J 5,000
to $10,000
and over

None
9

32
11

14

The maximum individual payment was ~60,000.
Sales in 1956 will be somewhat smaller ancl will increase again
in 1957--each alternate year being larger than the intervening year.
Practice has been to make advance payments of about 10 percent each
year on each contract until 50 percent is paid; the balance is paid
at the time of cutting.
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Public and General Assistance.

The current case load shown below

is considered ty~ical of the extent of assistance rendered Quinault
Indians on the reservation:

Public Assistance
Aid to dependent children
Old-age assistance
Aid to the blind
Aid to totally and
permanently disabled

Number of
Families

Number of
?ersons

2
4

5

0

Total

6

General Assistance
Employable

1

In general, the case load is quite light in the area.

Eligi-

bility criteria for state and county general assistance are the same
as for other reservations in the state of Y?ashington; both employables
and unemployables are eligible, and no.· distinction is drawn

between

Indians and non-Indians.

Land Resources
The types and ownership of land on the Quinault Reservation are
shown in Table 19; use of land by Indians and non-Indians is shown
in Table 20.
Sales of land during the calendar year 1955 totaled 130 acres.

1C7

...

Table 19
LAND ON THE QUINAIJLT RESERVii.TION UNDER THE JURISDICTION OF
THE WESTERN W,\SHINGTON AGENCY, BY TYPE AND O\'lNERSHIP

December 3i,:r955
(Acres)
Total
Grand total
Forest
Other

189,621
173,785
15,836

Tribal

Allotted

4,054
3,825
229

169,960
169,960

Government

Alienated

33.

15,574!_1

33

15,574

Table 20
INDIAN AND NON-INDI1\N USE OF LAND
ON THE QUINt,ULT RESERVATION, BY OY/NERSHIP

December 31, 1955
{l.cres)
Total ..

Tribal

Allotted

Total land
189,f21
4,054
Indian use
(not m:~asurable)
Non-Indian use
2S2
229
Not used
189,3593/ 3,829

169,960

Government
33

Alienated
15,574

33

169;960

15,574

There is considerable confusion as to who owns the tribal lands.
Under present operations the Tribal Council represents only those
who reside on the reservation--fewer than 20 percent of the Quinaults.
The income from tribal property is distributed among only those residing on the reservation.

1/
2/

Breakdown of alienated land not available.
Virtually all forest land is either not in use or is used by
non-Indians.
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In addition to Quinaults, some members of the following tribes
have allotted 1-and on the Quinaul t Reservation:
Chinoo!t
Cowlitz
Hoh (Quileutes)
Humptulips

queets
O,uileutes
Shoal water
Squaxin Island

The status of these Indians with reference to quinault tribal
lands, income, and tribal aqtivities is not clear.

Tribal Income and Expenditures
Tribal income is derived from interest on United States Treasury funds, tribal property leases, hunting and fishing permits,
and fish tax.

While timber sales did not provide tribal income dur-

ing 1953, 1954, and 1955, large sales have been raade in the past
from which $35,000 remains on deposit in the United States T-reasury.
·The annual tribal budget averages about 015,uJO.

There are no

expenditures for health or welfare programs.

Employment and Educational Opportunities and Problems
The opportunities for employment are considered adequate to
provide income for all who want to worlt on

01·

near the reservation.

Local industries which employ Indians include shingle and shake mills,
lumber mills, logging, canneries, sawmills, and plywood and pulp mill3.
Indians are accepted on an individual qualiftcation basis wi thou·~
discrimination; lack of training is the only consistent obstacle to
employment.

Because of payments from the sale of timber, ma~y
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individuals do not feel the need to work.

There are no programs

designed to promote employment among the Indians.
Educational opportunities are provided at Grays Harbor in the
form of adult education classes; the local high school has the usual
shops.

No significant number of·Quinault Indians are enrolled in

adult classes.

